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Glendining’s 
AUCTIONEERS & VALUERS 

OF COINS & MEDALS 

101 New Bond Street, London W1Y 9LG. 

Telephone: 071-493 2445. 

Dear Client, 

1992 has been a hard year in many sectors of the art market, 

yet at Glendining's we seem to be weathering the storm. The 

autumn season is upon us. Dates are being fixed for our 1993 

calendar and it has been agreed that catalogue subscriptions 
for the year will be held at 1992 rates. I am able to report 
that there have been a number of changes, some more are on the 

way, and I sincerely hope that our plans to improve the 
service we offer our customers will be maintained. 

Christopher Hawkings, Deputy Chairman of Phillips and a long- 
time director of Glendining's retired at the end of July. He 
complained that although he had taken many thousands of 
auctions world-wide for the Phillips group, the regime at 
Glendining's was such that he only took one sale for us! We 
welcome Roger Hollest as a director in his place. 

Alec Purves, a founding member of the Orders and Medals 

Research Society died in June. Sadly he had been too ill to 
attend the Society's jubilee celebrations. I appointed Alec a 
consultant shortly after my arrival at Glendining's in 1986, 
and world-wide respect in his judgement was a contributing 
factor in our continued expansion of the sales of War Medals 
and Decorations. 

During the summer Glendining's had a table at the O.M.S.A 
Convention and were later represented at the A.N.A. 
Convention, both in Orlando. We will be attending the 
O.M.R.S. Convention and the Art Medal Fair, which clash on 

Saturday 19th September. We will have our usual table at 
COINEX on October 15th-17th. We intend, whenever possible, to 
have tables at both the London Coin Fairs at the Cumberland 
Hotel, and the Britannia Medal Fairs. I plan to be in New 
York for the International Coin Fair in early December. 

Our September 21st medal catalogue offers a wide selection of 
material, including two major consignments from the United 
States. The "Vigo Bay" Collection of coins was also consigned 
from the U.S.A., demonstrating the awareness and respect for 
Glendining's that there is throughout North America. it 2s 
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seldom that any auction house has the privilege of handling 
such coins, and the 56 lot sale will be held at 6.00pm on 
Monday 12th October - a part of our contribution to the week 
of COINEX. The general sale of "Ancient, British and World 
Coins" that precedes "Vigo Bay" has consignments in it from 
many countries. 

Glendining's is proud to be involved with FIDEM - 1992, the 
23rd such congress, but the first to be held in England. The 
Noel Woolf Collection of Jacobite Medals, for sale in November 
in association with, and catalogued by, A. H. Baldwin & Sons, 
will be displayed at that time. At -a later date, the 
collection will be on display at Phillips in Edinburgh. 

Our computer, designed for the quieter life of a Phillips 
branch, is about to be replaced and early in the new year we 
expect to be able to link in with the much larger capacity of 
the Phillips system. We hope that the transition will go 
smoothly. 

Could I remind you that whilst Glendining's has long been a 
"No Smoking" area, as from September this will extend to the 
whole of the Phillips building. I respect the feelings of 
those who smoke and apologise for any inconvenience this may 
cause them. Our office hours are from 8.30am to 5.00pm, 
Monday to Friday, there will also be times when we are open 
for late night or week-end viewing - details will be printed 
in the catalogues. An answer-phone will take messages out of 
hours. 

Finally, our own history, conceived as an idea for our 90th 
anniversary, will now simply commemorate the first nine 
decades! It should be available at our table at COINEX, and 

details and order forms will soon be announced. 

Enjoy the new season. 

Heals. 
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Third Party Liability. Every person on Glendining’s premises at any 
time shall be deemed to be there at his or her risk. He or she shall have 
no claim against Glendining’s in respect of any accident which may 
occur or injury, damage or loss howsoever caused, save insofar as the 
injury, damage or loss shall be caused by the direct negligence of 
Glendining’s employees. 

Definitions 

GENERAL CONDITIONS OF SALE 

In these Conditions Glendining’s, who act only as 
auctioneers and agents for the vendor, are called “‘the Auctioneers”, 
and the representative of Glendining’s conducting the auction is 
called “The Auctioneer”. 

1 

a) 

a) 

b) 

c) 

a) 

b) 

c) 

a) 

b) 

Cc) 

General 
All sales made by Glendining’s, both by auction and private 
treaty, are subject to the law of the country in which the sale takes 
place. For the avoidance of doubt, all sales in England are subject 
to English law and any litigation will be dealt with through 
English courts. 
Unless stated otherwise on this form, the vendor warrants to 
Glendining’s that he possesses a marketable title free from 
encumbrances in all goods which he instructs Glendining’s to sell 
and is deemed to instruct Glendining’s as an individual on his/her 
own behalf. The vendor warrants that all lots offered for sale by 
Glendining’s on his/her behalf will be available to Glendining’s at 
such a time as Glendining’s shall require and in respect of any 
imported lots, all necessary exportation and importation docu- 
mentation has been completed and all necessary duties and taxes 
have been paid by the vendor. 

Catalogues Whilst Glendining’s make every effort to ensure the 
accuracy of their catalogue and the description of any lot:- 
Each lot as set out in the catalogue or as divided or combined with 
any other lot or lots is sold by the vendor with all faults, 
imperfections and errors of descriptions. 
Glendining’s do not accept responsibility for the authenticity, 
attribution, genuineness, origin, authorship, date, age, period, 
condition or quality of any lot. 
All statements, whether printed in the catalogue or made orally, 
as to any of the matters set out in b) above are statements of 
opinion only and are not to be taken as being or implying any 
warranties or representations of fact by Glendining’s. 

Copyright 
The text of all Glendining’s catalogues is subject to Glendining’s 
copyright and must not be reproduced in any form nor entered 
into a retrieval system except by Glendining’s express written 
consent. 
The vendor authorises Glendining’s to commission and publish in 
its catalogues photographs or illustrations of his objects so far as 
Glendining’s in their absolute discretion think advisable. The cost 
of such photographs or illustrations shall (unless otherwise 
agreed) be payable by the vendor but copyright therein shall vest 
in Glendining’s whose use of such photographs or illustrations 
shall not be limited to the purpose of sale. 
Where the vendor himself provides photographs or illustrations 
for publication in catalogues, Glendining’s use of them shall be 
restricted to the purpose of sale; the vendor shall further be 
deemed (i) to warrant to Glendining’s that the use of such 
illustrations or photographs is authorised by the copyright owner 
(if any) thereof and (ii) to idemnify Glendining’s against any claim 
or costs arising from the wrongful or allegedly wrongful use by 
Glendining’s thereof. 

The Auction 
The Auctioneer has absolute discretion to divide any lot, to 
combine any two or more lots or to withdraw any lot or lots from 
the sale, to refuse bids and regulate bidding without in any case 
giving any reason or without previous notice. He alone may bid 
on behalf of the vendor for all goods which are being offered 
subject to reserve or at the Auctioneer’s discretion. The vendor 
authorises Glendining’s to accept telephone and commission bids 
and to act in accordance with those notwithstanding the fact that 
the bidder may be unknown to Glendining’s or the auctioneer. | 
The highest bidder shall be the buyer. The Auctioneer may at his 
sole discretion determine the advance of bidding or refuse a bid. If 
during the auction the Auctioneer considers that a dispute has 
arisen, he has absolute discretion to settle it or to re-offer the lot. 
Each lot is put up for sale subject to any reserve price placed by 
the vendor. Where there is no reserve price (but not otherwise) the 
vendor has the right to bid either personally or by any one person 
(who may be the Auctioneer). 

d) Allconditions, notices, descriptions, statements and other matters 
in the catalogue and elsewhere concerning any lot are subject to 
any statements modifying or affecting the same made by the 
eas from the rostrum prior to any bid being accepted for 
the lot. 

Private Treaty Sales If a lot does not sell at auction, the vendor 
authorises Glendining’s as his/her sole agent to accept any offer 
for a private treaty sale of the lot at such an amount as will 
produce net proceeds to the vendor at least equal to the amount 
that would have been received by the vendor (after deduction of 
Glendining’s charges) had the lot sold at auction at the reserve set 
by the vendor. Glendining’s shall be authorised to enter into such 
a private treaty sale on behalf of the vendor at any time until 
Glendining’s receives written instructions from the vendor to 
return the lot to him/her and such private treaty sales shall be 
subject to these Terms and Conditions of Sale so far as they are 
appropriate. 

Premium The buyer shall pay the hammer price adjusted for 
VAT as neccesary. The buyer shall pay Glendining’s a premium of 
10% of the hammer price and this shall be subject to VAT at the 
appropriate rate and is payable by all buyers. The vendor 
acknowledges Glendining’s right to retain this premium which 
shall also apply in the case of private treaty sales. 

Rescission Notwithstanding any other terms of these Con- 
ditions, if within fourteen days after the sale Glendining’s have 
received from the buyer of any lot notice in writing that in his view 
the lot is a deliberate forgery and within twenty-one days after 
such notification the buyer returns the same to Glendining’s in the 
same condition as at the time of sale and by producing evidence, 
the burden of proof to be upon the buyer, satisfies Glendining’s 
that considered in the light of the entry in the catalogue the lot is a 
deliberate forgery, then the sale of the lot will be rescinded and the 
purchase price of the same refunded. The vendor agrees to be 
bound by Glendining’s decision and agrees to refund any 
amounts received by them from Glendining’s in respect of that 
lot. In the case of any misdescription by the vendor or where a lot 
is shown to be a deliberate forgery Glendining’s shall not be liable 
to the vendor for any loss arising from the rescission of a contract 
for sale. 

Default Glendining’s disclaim responsibility for default by 
either the buyer or the buyer or the vendor because they act as 
Auctioneers only and therefore do not pay out to the vendor 
before payment is received from the buyer. Instructions given by 
telephone are accepted at the sender’s risk and must be confirmed 
in writing forthwith. 

Third Party Liability Every person on Glendining’s premises at 
any time shall be deemed to be there at his own risk. He shall have 
no claim against Glendining’s in respect of any accident which 
may occur or injury, damage or loss howsoever caused, save in so 
far as the injury, damage or loss shall be caused by the negligence 
of Glendining’s employees. 

VENDORS CONDITIONS 

10 Instructions As Glendining’s are auctioneers, all goods delivered 
to Glendining’s premises for sale will be deemed to be delivered 
for sale by auction unless otherwise stated in writing and will be 
catalogued and sold at Glendining’s discretion and accepted by 
Glendining’s subject to all the sale conditions. Glendining’s may 
at its absolute discretion decline to offer for sale any of the items 
submitted by the vendor if Glendining’s feel that there is no 
suitable sale in which those items may be included. In such a case 
the items will be returned to and accepted by the vendors at the 
vendor’s cost. By delivering the goods to Glendining’s for inclu- 
sion in their auction sales each vendor acknowledges that he or 
she has accepted and agreed to be bound by all these Conditions. 

Condition of Items for Sale Unless he has advised Glendining’s 
to the contrary before the lot is catalogued by Glendining’s staff, 
the vendor warrants in respect of any item of mechanical or 
electrical equipment that is (a) in working order; (b) reasonably fit 
for the purpose for which it is designed or adapted; (c) that it can 
be so used safely and without risk of causing injury or damage 
and (d) that it complies wiht any British Standard statutory 
requirement or code of practice currently in force in relation to 
the design or construction of such equipment. Notwithstanding 
the said warranty Glendining’s reserve the right to refuse to offer 
for sale any item of mechanical or electrical equipment which in 
their opinion does not conform to these requirements. 
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a) 

b) 

Collections and returns Glendining’s do not themselves under- 
take the collection or return of goods but will, if requested in 
writing, instruct a contractor on the vendor’s behalf in their 
capacity as agents of the vendor. Glendining’s disclaim all respon- 
sibility for loss or damage to goods or for unauthorised removal 
of goods or for unauthorised removal of goods and for damage to 
premises caused by the contractor who should be insured for such 
risks. 

Loss or Damage Glendining’s disclaim all responsibility for loss 
or damage to goods or for unauthorised removal of goods unless 
caused by the negligence of their employees or agents, in which 
event Glendining’s liability shall be limited to the amount calcu- 
lated in clause 16(a) below. 

Storage 
Glendining’s reserve the right to charge for the storage on their 
own premises or elsewhere of goods delivered to them for sale and 
which have been withdrawn from sale by the vendor and will 
make a minimum charge of £2 plus VAT per lot per day for such 
storage. This charge shall be made at Glendining’s sole discretion. 
Where goods are submitted to Glendining’s otherwise than pur- 
suant to a formally documented contract for sale by auction or for 
valuation they will be stored entirely at the owner’s risk and a 
minimum charge of £2 per lot per day plus VAT will be made to 
the owner. 
Vendors will also be charged at the above rate for the storage of 
goods left on the premises if, the vendor having been requested by 
Glendining’s to remove them for whatever reason, the goods are 
not so removed within seven days. 

Right to Sell If goods are not remoyed within seven days of a 
request from Glendining’s that they be so. Glendining’s reserve 
the right to sell the goods to defray all amounts due from the 
vendor including storage charges. 

Insurance 
Unless otherwise instructed in writing all goods on Glendining’s 
premises and in their custody will be held insured against the risks 
of fire, burglary, water damage and accidental breakage or 
accidental damage. Glendining’s, the Auctioneer and the Insurers 
shall not be responsible for damage to picture frames or picture 
frame glass or for the damage arising therefrom or for damage 
caused by woodworm or changes in atmospheric conditions. For 
arranging this insurance Glendining’s will charge 10p for each £10 
or part of £10 of the value insured with a minimum charge of £2. 
The value of the goods so covered shall be the net amount realised 
where items have been sold and in all other cases that value which 
the specialised staff of Glendining’s shall in the absolute discretion 
estimate to be the auction value of such goods net of any charges 
payable after auction. 
Where the owner has given written instructions that items are not 
to be covered by Glendining’s insurance, Glendining’s shall not be 
responsible for damage to or the loss, theft or destruction of any 
goods not so insured. In such circumstances the vendor shall 
indemnify Glendining’s, its staff and agents against all claims 
made in respcet of those items even where such claims result from 
negligence. The vendor undertakes to notify his/her insurer of 
such indemnity and to reimburse Glendining’s with any costs 
arising from such claims. 
In respect of any article delivered to Glendining’s, if the vendor 
has in force a policy or policies of insurance in which the article is 
specifically mentioned as being insured, whether or not for an 
agreed sum or value, the vendor shall notify his insurers of and 
sr himself note Glendining’s interest as bailees in such policy or 
policies. 

Reserves 
All goods are put up for sale WITHOUT RESERVE unless 
instructions (preferably in writing) as to reserve are received by 
the Auctioneer prior to the commencement of the sale, it being the 
responsibilty of the vendor to ensure that the Auctioneer receives 
such instructions. Unless otherwise stated all reserves shall be in 
sterling. Any reserves set in any currency other than sterling shall 
be converted into sterling using the exchange rate at the close of 
business on the day before the sale as quoted to Glendining’s by 
the National Westminster Bank plc. The vendor shall accept 
Glendining’s confirmation in writing as sufficient proof of such 
rate. All reserves are confidential between the vendor, Glendin- 
ing’s its staff and agents. 
In the event of a lot remaining unsold at auction, Glendining’s 
shall be empowered, provided the lot remains in their custody and 
is not withdrawn from sale by vendor:- (i) to offer the lot at a 
second or subsequent auction in which event no reserve price 

b) 

relevant to any earlier sale shall be relevent to the second or 

subsequent auction unless specifically advised to the Auctioneer; 

or (ii) to sell the lot by private treaty in accordance with condition 

5 above. 

Indemnity The vendor indemnifies Glendining’s, its agents and 

employees and the Auctioneer in all respects against any claim 

whatsoever arising from the sale and storage of any item submit- 

ted by the vendor to Glendining’s for sale or for any other 

purpose. Such indemnity shall specifically _ include indemnity 

against any claims arising from any breach of any of the warran- 

ties given by the vendor under these Terms and Conditions of 

Sale. Glendining’s shall hold any indemnity given for the benefit 

of its employees and agents under these Terms and Conditions of 

Sale on trust for those employees and agents. 

Value Added Tax Vendors selling any asset of their business 
through Glendining’s must discolse to Glendining’s at the time 
the item is submitted for sale whether they are registered for VAT. 
They must also disclose at that time their VAT registration 
number and whether the items are to be sold under the special 
scheme covering Works of Art etc. The vendor warrants that he/ 
she has advised Glendining’s as required under the clause and 
undertakes to inform Glendining’s immediately of any change of 
VAT status or registration number. The vendor acknowledges 
that no alteration affecting the VAT treatment of the items shall 
be made after the items have been submitted for sale. 

Disposal The vendor authorises Glendining’s to dispose of any 
items to the local authority which in Glendining’s opinion have no 
saleable value and the vendor agrees to pay any charges payable 
on such a disposable. 

Settlement 
Settlement will only be made by means of a crossed account 
payeee only cheque drawn in sterling on an account at a United 
Kingdom clearing bank. Any alteration to the payment instruc- 
tions given by the vendor should be received by Glendining’s at 
least seven days before the normal date of payment to the vendor 
for the relevant sale. Payment will be made to the vendor about 28 
days after the date of the sale provided that the settlement has 
been received in full from the buyer. If settlement has not been 
received in full from the buyer by this date then payment will be 
made to the vendor about 7 days after payment is received. 
If the buyer has not paid within 28 days of the auction then 
Glendining’s will endeavour to obtain the vendor’s instruction as 
to how to proceed. Notwithstanding the absence of such instruc- 
tion, the vendor hereby authorises Glendining’s at the cost of the 
vendor to take such reasonable steps as Glendining’s in its 
absolute discretion deems necessary to obtain settlement from the 
buyer or if neccessary to cancel the sale and refund the monies 
paid on account to the buyer. The vendor authorises Glendining’s 
to agree such terms as Glendining’s regards as necessary with the 
buyer to obtain settlement of the amount due. Glendining’s may, 
at its absolute discretion, apply any amounts received from a 
buyer towards any balance outstanding from that buyer irrespec- 
tive of any directions, either express or implied, from the buyer or 
his agent. If for any reason Glendining’s pay to the vendor the net 
proceeds for the sale of a lot before settlement is received in full 
from the buyer of that lot then title in that lot shall pass from the 
vendor to Glendining’s. 

Notices Any notice required to be given to the vendor or buyer 
under these terms and conditions shall be deemed to have been 
delivered on the second working day after posting (irrespective of 
the then location of the addressee) (i) to the vendor at his address 
shown on the front of this form or (ii) to the buyer at the address 
given by or on his behalf to Glendining’s at the sale (which shall 
be the address of his/her agent if no other is given) or at his 
normal place of residence or business. 

IMPORTANT NOTES FOR BUYERS 

Bids We will be pleased to execute bids (in the name of Graham) on 
behalf of intending buyers, and no charge is made for this service. 
Lots will be purchased as cheaply as permitted by other bids and 
reserves. Bids must be submitted to Glendining’s at least one hour 
before the sale commences, and should be entered on the forms 
provided. Bids left by telephone will be accepted only on the 
condition that they are at the sender’s risk, and must in any case be 
confirmed in writing. ‘ 

Export Licences A specific Licence is required before export from 
the U.K. of items that cost £16,000 or more, and are at least 50 years 
old, and also for certain other categories. The obtaining of any export 
licence is the responsibility of the buyer. 



GENERAL INFORMATION FOR BUYERS 
An asterisk (*) lot indicates the lot is illustrated. 

A dagger (+) after the Lot number indicates the Lot is subject to VAT 
by the Buyer on the Hammer Price. This is refundable to Overseas 
Buyers on proof of Export within 28 days of the date of Sale. 

All Lots in this Sale are subject toa BUYER’S PREMIUM of 10% 
which attracts VAT at the Standard Rate and is payable by ALL 
BUYERS 

ESTIMATES 

The estimated selling price of each lot is printed beside the lot 
description and does not include the Buyer’s Premium (or VAT, when 
this is payable on the hammer price , as indicated by the symbol ). 
The estimates are prepared well in advance of the sale and are not 
definitive, and are subject to revision. 

BIDS 

We will be pleased to execute bids (in the name of Graham) on behalf 
of intending buyers, and no charge is made for this service. Lots will 
be purchased as cheaply as permitted by other bids and reserves. Bids 
must be submitted to Glendining & Co at least one hour before the 
sale commences, and should be entered on the forms provided. Bids 
by telephone and fax are accepted only on the condition that they are 
at the sender’s risk, and must in any case be confirmed in writing. 

Overseas customers are urged to use these facilities, but all communi- 
cations must be headed GLENDINING'’S. We regret that bids left on 
our Answerphone service cannot be accepted. 

PAYMENT BY CHEQUE 

Please note that cheques under £100 will be accepted with a Banker’s 
Card. Cheques for the payment of purchases over this amount must 
be cleared through our bank before goods can be delivered. 
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FOREWORD 

Jacobite medals have a unique place in history, being the product of a 

medallic war fought, for more than a century, between the Stuarts in 

exile and their supplanters. It was a war waged from several countries 

and many of the medals were the product of the leading artists and 

engravers of their time. 

Medals, other than campaign medals, are generally referred to as 

“commemorative” in order to distinguish them from service medals. 

Many of the Jacobite and anti-Jacobite medals were, however, promo- 

tional—either laudatory or satirical—and, as weapons of an intellectual 

war, can hardly be described as commemorative. Some were widely 

distributed and their meanings well understood despite their Latin 

legends and the frequent use of esoteric classical and allegorical themes. 

The series therefore provides an interesting insight into the social history 

of its time as well as a numismatic history of the lengthy and fading 

struggle for the Succession to the Throne of the Three Kingdoms. 

The collection includes examples of the medals and badges of the 

various clubs formed by supporters of both sides, a few other items and a 

comprehensive series of touchpieces; the healing medalets first issued in 

gold by Charles II and later in silver (and occasionally other metals) by 

the Stuarts in exile. 
De jure titles and regnal dates are used in the catalogue and it is 

perhaps pertinent to mention that James Francis Edward was “The True 

Born Prince of Wales” and that his sons, Charles Edward and Henry 

Benedict, were princes by right of their having been the direct grandsons 

of James II. Legends have not been listed since they are adequately 

detailed elsewhere (see “Key to References’’). In selecting items for 

illustration it has been intended to represent a cross section of both 

series, but care has been taken to illustrate pieces which have not been 

illustrated in the reference works consulted or which have been the 

subject of new interpretation. 

The collection is regarded by the cataloguer as one of the finest of its 

kind ever assembled and possibly the most comprehensive to be offered 
for sale. 

Michael Sharp 

A. H. Baldwin and Sons Ltd. 



Medals: 

W. 

KEY TO REFERENCES 
(in order of usage) 

The Medallic Record of the Jacobite Movement, by Noél Woolf. 

MI»  Medallic Illustrations of the History of Great Britain and Ireland to the 
Death of George II, by Edward Hawkins. 

Vall. Histoire Metallique des XVII Provinces des Pays-Bas., by Gerard van 
Loon. 

C.W. Christian Wermuth a German medallist of the Baroque age, by 
Cordula Wohlfahrt. 

D.&W. Tickets and Passes of Great Britain and Ireland, by W.J. Davis & 
A. W. Waters. 

M.G. Catalogue of the Montague Guest Collection of Badges, Tokens and 
Passes, published by the Trustees of the British Museum. 

D.&H. The Provincial Token-Coinage of the 18th Century, by R. Dalton & 
S. H. Hamer. 

Touchpieces: 

W. The Sovereign Remedy, by Noél Woolf. 
(B.A.N.S. Doris Stockwell Memorial Papers No. 4). 

N.B. Weights of the touchpieces struck for the Stuarts in exile are quoted to a 
afford comparison with the information published by Lt. Col. J. K. R. Murray in 
The Jacobite Silver Touchpieces, S.C.M.B. Nov., 1972. 

PROVENANCES 

Lord Amulree Bought by Spink, 1975. 

Marquess of Bute Sotheby, 2.7.1951- 

T. B. Clarke-Thornhill Glendining, 24—28.5.1937. 

Sir Charles Dilke Bt. Disposition unknown. 

P. Gordon Disposition unknown. 

Mrs. G. S. Heckett Sotheby, 25.5.1977. 

A. W. Jan Bought by Baldwin, circa 1955. 

Lt. Col. J. K. R. Murray Bought by Spink, 1973. 

“M.O.P.” (unidentified antiquary) Disposition unknown, possibly to 
Dilke. 

C. W. Peck Bought by Spink, 1964-8. 

C. W. Tomkins Disposition unknown. 

Miss M. Widdrington Bought by Baldwin, circa 1948: 

(ward of Maj. F. J. A. Skeet) catalogued by Maj. F. J. A. Skeet and 
published by John Whitehead & Son 
itd), weeds; 1935: 
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JACOBITE and ANTI-JACOBITE MEDALS 

and STUART TOUCHPIECES 

The Noel Woolf Collection 

Day of Sale 

Wednesday 4th November 1992 

commencing at 10.30 am precisely 

Medals 

(Silver except where stated) 

Birth of Prince James (10th June 1688) 

l 
The official issue, by George Bower, bust of James II facing 
right, G.B.F. below, rev. bust of Mary of Modena facing left, 
1688 below, cast and chased (W. 1:1; MI 627/45), 50mm. 
Very fine, rare. (£120 —150) | 

2 

—another, AZ, struck (W. 1:1; MI627/45), 52mm. Some 

edge knocks but very fine, rare. (£120 —150) ] 

3 
By Jan Smeltzing, struck in Holland by order of the English 
Ambassador, bust of James II facing left, rose below, rev. 
the Queen sitting up in a canopied bed and holding the 
infant Prince (W. 1:2; MI630/51; v.L. III, 343), 60mm. 

Practically as struck with attractive light tone. (£400—500) 1 

Ex Marquess of Bute, 2 July 1951 (lot 110 pt.). 

4 

Unofficial issue by unknown (English?) engraver, base A, 
* bust of James II facing left, rev. the Prince in a cradle 
guarded by an angel (W. 1:3; MI 628/47), 32mm. Fine only 
but excessively rare in this metal. (£100 — 120) ] 

2) 
By unknown engraver, struck in Denmark by order of the 
English Ambassador, conjoined busts of James II and Mary 
of Modena facing right, rev. map of the British Isles 
(W. 1:4b; MI 629/50; v.L. III, 342), 35mm. Reverse struck 

from cracked die, extremely fine with attractive dark tone, 
very rare. (£250 —300) | 

Ex Miss M. Widdrington Collection (no. 20). 

6 
Satirical, by unknown engraver, the daughters of Cecrops 
opening a forbidden basket and releasing a monster, rev. a 
withered rose bearing two fading blooms, a new, healthy 
shoot springing up nearby (W. 2:1; M1I631/53; v.L. II], 
346), 49mm. Sometime cleaned but nearly extremely fine, 
rare. (£200 — 250) 1 

ei 
Satirical, by Jan Smeltzing, in Holland, the Sultan of 
Turkey, Louis XIV, the Dey of Algiers and James II 
standing round an Altar of Discord, their swords raised 
over a snake on the top of it, rev. the Devil, wearing a Jesuit 
hat, flying over a crescent supported by lilies (W. 2:2a; 
MI 632/54; v.L. III, 347), 38mm. Extremely fine and attrac- 
tively toned, very rare. (£250 —300) | 

Popularly known as commemorating the so called Anti-Christian 
Confederacy and its rumoured treaty, this medal was struck after the 
birth of Prince James. 



Invasion by William of Orange (November 1688) 

8 
By Jan Smeltzing, struck in Holland to commemorate the 
receipt by William and Mary of the invitation to come to 
England, their conjoined draped busts facing right, rev. 
Religion, watched over by the Eye of Providence, tramples 
on the emblems of Catholicism (W. 3:1; MI 634/58; v.L. III, 

348), 63mm. Obverse field scratched between 3 and 4 o'clock 
and a few digs in reverse field but very fine, toned and rare. 
(£300 — 350) | 

9 
By the same artist, Truth, her foot pinning the Serpent of 
Deceit, opens the door of a cabinet to reveal a Jesuit priest 
lifting the supposed suppositious infant Prince who is on a 
cushion and holding a crown on his head with one hand and 
a pyx in the other and blown by a threatening wind, the 
invasion fleet is shown approaching, rev. the Trojan horse 
(W. 3:3; MI 630/52; v.L. III, 345), 59mm. Nearly extremely 

fine, toned. (£220 — 250) 

10 
By R. Arondeaux, in Holland, Britannia, holding a lance 
supporting the Cap of Liberty, rests on a Bible placed on an 
altar, the Arms of England, supported by a pillar with a 
lettered scroll in front, are to the right and an orange tree is 
in between, rey. the Belgic Lion, holding arrows and a 
sword, stands with one forepaw on a Bible and the other on 
the Serpent of Discord, Magna Carta lies in the foreground 
and the invasion fleet shown approaching Torbay behind it 
(W. 3:4; MI 641/67; v.L. III, 355), 43mm. Extremely fine, 

rare. (£300 — 350) | 

1] 
By George Bower, the Arms of the Prince of Wales, with 
coronet above, the ducal Arms of Cornwall to the left and 

the Welsh plumes to right, all supported by four genii, rev. 
the infant Prince on a cushion, two genii with trumpets 
above, one holds a coronet, the other a palm, both support 

a ribbon with bears the legend VENIAT- CENTESIMVS: HASRES, 
the approaching invasion fleet is shown behind (W. 3:5; 
MI 627/46), 37mm. High points smoothed but very fine, rare. 
(£180 — 220) | 

Ex Miss M. Widdrington Collection (no. 16). 

12. 
Another, lead (W. 3:5; MI 627/46), 38mm; and medals for 
the birth of Prince James, in lead (2—die duplicates of lots 3 
and 4). The second only fine, the others, although showing 
corrosion spots, very fine and rare. (£100 — 120) 

zi 
By Jan Smeltzing, in Holland, William of Orange, clad as a 
Roman general, stands holding the shield of Great Britain 
aloft whilst having one foot on the shield of France, behind, 
the invasion fleet is shown with landing boats to the left and 
a landed force under William’s command to the right, rev. 
the French sun radiating from between clouds upon the 
Belgic Lion which, with its head turned back, stands with 
one forepaw holding a sword aloft and the other holding the 
Cap of Liberty and the Rose of England on the top of a 
globe, the approaching invasion fleet is shown behind 
(W. 3:7; MI 638/63; v.L. III, 353), 58mm. Some minor rim 
knocks, otherwise extremely fine, attractively toned, very 
rare. (£400 — 500) 1 

14 
By R. Arondeaux, in Holland, Britannia, wearing the 
crowns of the three kingdoms, stands in front of a crescent, 
behind her is an orange tree entwined with roses and thistles 
and supporting the Arms of Great Britain and Ireland, she 
reaches foreward over a blazing altar to greet William of 
Orange (again shown as a Roman general) who is trampling 
on the Serpent of Discord, behind him are a fleeing Jesuit 
priest with pyx and a monk with cross, a half radiate sun is 
on the horizon, rev. the landing at Torbay (W. 3:8; 
MI 640/66), 48.5mm. Nearly extremely fine. (£250—300) 1 

15 
By George Bower on the landing at Torbay (2), bust of 
William of Orange facing right, rev. the Dutch army in 
array, the invasion fleet at harbour behind, in the fore- 
ground the fallen figure of Justice is being raised, one struck 
and with lettered edge, the other cast on a thin flan (W. 3:9: 
MI 639/64; v.L. II, 353), 46mm. The first pierced at top and 
with edge knocks, otherwise nearly extremely fine, second 
very fine. (£120— 150) 

16 
An ambiguous piece, by George Bower, Prince James, as the 
infant Hercules, strangles serpents in his bed, rev. Welsh 
plumes within coronet (W. 3:10; MI 628/48; v.L. III, 342), 
30mm. Better than very fine, rare. (£80—100) ] 

17 
Another, as last but struck in AZ (W. 3:10; MI 628/48; 
v.L. II, 342), 30mm. Extremely fine, rare. (£50—60) 1 

Prince James sent to France 

18 
Satirical, by Christian Wermuth (2), struck in Gotha, in R 
and in pewter, Father Petre, riding a lobster, carries the 
Prince, who wears a windmill on his head, a French ship is 
shown to the left, rev. shield bearing a windmill, sur- 
mounted by a Jesuit’s cap and surrounded by a rosary 
which has a lobster pendant, the two rows of beads embrace 
the legend HONI- SOIT: QVI- BON: Y- PENSE (W. 4:la; 
MI 643/71; v.L. III, 367; C.W. 88 003), 31mm. Very fine. 
(£80 — 100) ?) 



19 
Another, similar to last, obv. from the same die, rev. reads 
NON instead of BON (W. 4:1b; MI 644/72), 32mm. Extremely 
fine, rare. (£120— 150) | 

James II and VII escapes to France (December 1688) 

20 
By I. Mauger, struck in France, 42, bust of Louis XIV 
facing right, rev. James Il, Mary of Modena and Prince 
James being received by Gallia, the British shield to the left 
and the French to the right (W. 6:la; MI 652/8; v.L. III, 

372), 41mm; and a British Museum electrotype copy of the 
rare medal by Samuel Lambelet (see W. 6:3a; MI 653/11; 
v.L. III, 372), 70mm. Very fine and extremely fine. (£70 — 80) 

2 

Second ex Miss M. Widdrington Collection (no. 25). 

Dil 
By Giovanni Hamerani, struck in Rome, AZ, Pope Innocent 
XI, in cap and robes, facing right, rev. Fortitude, seated and 
holding half of a broken column, strokes the head of the 
British Lion, whose forepaws rest on the other half of the 
column, the shield and club of Hercules are propped against 
another column to left (W. 6:2; MI 656/15), 32mm. Almost 
as struck, very rare. (£60 —80) 1 

22 
Satirical, by R. Arondeaux, in Holland, similar to lot 14 but 
showing Father Petre, now holding Prince James, fleeing 
with James II, rev. from the same die as lot 14 (W. 7:1; 
MI 639/65; v.L. Il, 355), 49mm. Very fine. (£200—250) 1 

DY) 
By Jan Smeltzing, in Holland, James II, wearing a bag-wig 
(worn for travelling), facing left, rev. lightning shatters a 
column on the south bank of the Thames, a view of London 
is behind (W. 7:2; MI 649/3; v.L. III, 370), 50mm. Struck 
from slightly rusted dies and with a flaw to the reverse rim at 
10 o'clock, otherwise a few minor marks and practically 
extremely fine, very rare. (£450 —500) 

24 
By the same artist, pewter, laureate bust of James II, rose 
below (same die as lot 3), rev. the sun, partially eclipsed by 
the moon, above a coastline with two ships approaching 
(W. 7:3; MI654/13; v.L. UI 372), 60mm; other medals 
struck in pewter (2—die duplicates of lots 13 and 22). Last 

’ two somewhat corroded but fine, the first better than very fine 
with little corrosion and some original lustre, all rare. 
(£70 — 80) 3 

Interregnum declared and the Crown offered to 
William of Orange (January — February 1689) 

25 
By Jan Smeltzing, in Holland, pewter, James II, wearing a 
bag-wig (from the same die as lot 23), rev. an orange tree 
standing to the right of a broken oak, ships behind (W. 8:1; 
MI 651/6; v.L. Il], 376), 49mm. With some original lustre, 
very fine, very rare. (£60—80) | 

*26 
By Jan Smeltzing, a bear, wearing a rosary, has overturned 
two of three hives and is being stung by bees, rey. a bear, 
wearing a rosary and a Jesuit’s cap, led by the nose and 
forced to dance by hands from heaven (W. 9:1; MI 656/16; 
v.L. I, 377), 49mm. Nearly extremely fine with attractive 
light tone, very rare. (£400 — 450) ] 

27 
Another, pewter (W. 9:1; MI 656/16; v.L. III, 377), 48mm; 
and a medal by the same artist, struck in lead, relating to the 
religious state of Britain, 1688, Fagel’s letter, held from 
heaven, over a Bible and various religious symbols which 
are placed on a tablet, rev. dog, wearing a rosary, with one 
forepaw standing on the Liberty of Conscience and the 
other, raised, resting on the Test and Penal Laws placed on 
a pedestal (MI 620/35; v.L. II, 337), 57mm. First with some 
corrosion spots, otherwise both very fine, very rare. 
(£80 — 100) 2. 

28 
By Jan Smeltzing (2), cast in brass and struck in lead, bust 
of James II, rose below (same die as lots 3 and 24), rev. an 
eagle in its nest atop a tree being ignited by a fox, in the 
distance an eagle flies off with a cub (W. 9:2; MI 652/7; 
v.L. I, 371), 67mm and 69mm. Latter somewhat corroded 
in places, otherwise both very fine, the first unrecorded in this 
metal. (£80— 100) » 

*29 
By unknown artist, in Holland, Britannia greeting Belgia, to 
the left, on a pillar, is the Cap of Liberty and behind, a fleet 
of ships, rev. an eagle casting a fledgling from its eyrie which 
contains two eaglets, another eagle flies above, in the 
background is a fleet (W.9:3; MI 644/73; v.L. III, 367), 
59mm. Formed by two struck plates united by a rim, ex- 
tremely fine and extremely rare. (£1,000 — 1,200) | 

30 
By Anton Meybush, in Holland, finely cast in pewter, 
laureate bust of William of Orange facing right, British 
regnal titles around, rev. England, Scotland and Ireland, 
kneeling before William, receive the Cap of Liberty (W. 9:4: 
MI 657/17), 61mm. Extremely fine, very rare. (£70—90) 1 



Coronation of William II] and Mary I 
(11th April 1689) 

31 
The official issue, by James (?) Roettier, conjoined busts of 
William and Mary facing right, rev. Zeus hurling a thunder- 
bolt at Phaeton who falls from his father’s chariot (W. 10:1; 
MI 662/25; v.L. II, 379—dies differ from the piece illus- 
trated by Woolf), 37mm. Extremely fine and with attractive 
iridescent tone. (£160 —200) l 

32) 
Another, struck in higher relief from yet more different dies 
(W. 10:1; MI 662/25; v.L. III, 379), 37mm. Extremely fine 
and almost proof-like, a charming piece with attractive irides- 
cent tone (olive-brown on obverse and blue on reverse), 

extremely rare. (£250 — 300) | 

33 
By George Bower, cast (2), conjoined busts of William and 
Mary, rey. William and Mary, seated under a canopy, the 
crown held above them by two bishops (W. 10:2; 
MI 668/38; v.L. III, 379); second similar, rev. Perseus 
rescuing Andromeda from a sea monster (W. 10:8; 
MI 663/26; v.L. Ill, 379), 37mm, artist’s initials removed 
from both pieces by chasing. Extremely fine and nearly so. 
(£90 — 110) 2 

34 
By Jan Smeltzing, in Holland, laureate bust of William III 
to right, rey. the British Arms on the trunk of an orange tree 
which is entwined by a rose and thistle, James II, discarding 
crown and sceptre is shown fleeing to the left and Father 
Petre, with pyx and the plumed infant Prince James, who 
holds a windmill, fleeing to right, a serpent attends both 
(W. 10:3a; MI671/43), 50mm. Extremely fine, rare. 
(£400 — 500) | 

35 
By the same artist, conjoined busts facing right, rev. sun 
dispelling a cloud over a fleet, to the right an eagle expelling 
an eaglet from its eyrie, in which two eaglets remain, 
another eagle is perched above in a tree (W. 10:4a; 
MI 664/29; v.L. III, 379), 38mm. Obverse extremely fine and 

darkly toned, reverse better than very fine, extremely rare. 
(£300 — 350) I 

36 
Again by Jan Smeltzing (unsigned), conjoined draped busts 

facing right, rev. Perseus rescuing Andromeda (W. 10:7a; 
MI 664/28), 38mm. Extremely fine, extremely rare. 

(£250 — 300) | 

37) 
By R. Arondeaux, in Holland, busts of William and Mary 

facing inward, each contained within a wreath of roses and 
oranges, above is a crown and four sceptres and below is the 
Cap of Liberty resting on the Laws of England between 
cornucopiae, rey. a flowering orange tree stands on a mound 
behind an uprooted oak, with ships in the distance (W. 10:9; 
MI 668/39; v.L. 379), 63mm. Two edge knocks and some 
hairline scratches in reverse field but better than very fine, 
rare. (£350 — 400) l 

38 
By Christian Wermuth, in Gotha, lead, James II, his sword 
broken, attempts to ward off the Belgic Lion whilst Father 
Petre, holding Prince James, makes towards a French ship, 
rey. Zeus, enthroned, receives two suppliants, whilst Kro- 
nos, holding an infant and a scythe, walks away (W. 10:10; 
MI 675/48; v.L. III, 395; C.W. 89 006), 39mm. Some corro- 
sion spots but much lustre, otherwise very fine, very rare. 
(£50 — 60) 1 

39 
By R. Arondeaux, in Holland, conjoined crowned busts of 
William and Mary facing right, rev. the Belgic Lion, holding 
arrows and sword, approaches Britain (same die as lot 10) 
(W. 10:13; MI 673/46; v.L. III, 383), 49mm. Minor surface 
flaws caused by slight double striking, nearly extremely fine, 
very rare. (£300 —350) 1 

*40 
By unknown artist, conjoined busts, similar to those on the 
official medals by Roettier but with a tooled appearance, 
incuse English legend around, rev. an inscription in the form 
of an engraving (as MI 677/52 but apparently struck, not 
cast), 32mm. Nearly extremely fine, extremely rare. 
(£140 — 180) 1 

Campaign in Ireland (1689 — 1691) 

4] 
Battle of the Boyne, 1690, by R. Arondeaux, in Holland, 
laureate bust of William III facing right, rev. William 
crossing the Boyne on horseback at the head of cavalry, the 
Jacobite army fleeing in the distance (W. 11:5a; MI 716/136; 
v.L. IV, 5), 49mm. Some cuts to rim but very fine, very rare. 

(£350 — 400) 

*42 
Flight of James I, 1690, by Jan Smeltzing, in Holland, 
James II, wearing a bag-wig (same die as lots 23 and 25), 
rey. a winged stag, fleeing to left (W. 11:6; MI 719/142; v.L. 

IV, 10), 49mm. Extremely fine, very rare. (£500—600) 1 



*43 
Entry of William III into Dublin, 1690, by Jan Luder, in 
Holland, pewter, scene of the Battle of the Boyne, rev. 
William III, standing by a fire altar, presents the Cap of 
Liberty to Hibernia whilst James II flees (W. 11:7a; 
MI 720/143; v.L. IV, 11), 57mm; Flight of James H, by Jan 
Smeltzing, same as previous lot but struck in lead (W. 11:6; 
MI 719/142; v.L.ITV, 10), 49mm. First with some dis- 

colouration on reverse, otherwise extremely fine, very rare 
(illustrated), second with some corrosion spots but very fine. 
(£100 — 120) 2 

44 
Amnesty, 1691, by Georg Hautsch, in Nurnberg, 42, bust of 
William III facing right, rev. William, being crowned by 
Victory, extending an olive branch to the kneeling Hibernia 
(MI 721/146; v.L. IV, 12), 41mm. Extremely fine. (£60 — 70) 

| 

lS) 
Pacification, 1691, by D. Trapentier, in Holland, conjoined 
busts of William and Mary facing right, rev. a lion clawing a 
hydra and a spaniel fawning at the feet of a lioness, a city 
and ships in a bay are behind (W. 11:10; MI 39/220; v.L. IV, 

57), 54mm. Reverse marked on lion’s shoulder and in field, 
otherwise extremely fine, very rare. (£300— 350) ] 

*46 
Memorial to the Battles of the Boyne and Ahgrim, cast and 
chased by unknown artist after the death of William III, 
bust of William III facing right, rev. Liberty standing with 
staff and cap, the dates | and 12 July appear in the legend 
(cf. MI 718/140), 41mm. Formed of two plates united by a 
rim, suspension loop at top, gilt, about very fine, extremely 
rare. (£200 —250) 1 

Battle of La Hogue (19/20th May 1692) 

*47 
By James Roettier, conjoined busts of William and Mary 
facing right, rev. the Royal William (formerly the Prince) 
engaging Le Roi Soleil (see W., page 40; MI 64/266; 
v.L.IV, 98), 50mm. Nearly extremely fine, very rare. 
(£350 — 400) l 

48 
A boxwood draughtsman made from the dies of the medal 
by P. H. Miller, Neptune driving Louis XIV from his 
marine car, battle scene behind, rev. Victory standing in a 

‘galley, Arms of Britain and Holland at stern (MI 55/251: 
v.L.TV, 98; Himmelheber 217), 68mm. Very fine. 
(£100 — 120) | 

William III and Louis XIV Contrasted (1694) 

49 
By Christian Wermuth, in Gotha, lead, William III standing 

under Mars, his sceptre pointing upwards to the sun and his 
sword down to a candle, rev. Louis XIV standing under the 
sun, his sceptre pointing upwards to the moon and his 
sword down to a candle (MI 103/329), 42mm. A few small 
spots of corrosion but much original lustre, otherwise ex- 
tremely fine and extremely rare. (£100— 120) | 

The Assassination Plot of 1696 

50 
By unknown artist, conjoined busts of Louis XIV and 
James II facing right, rev. Louis XIV and James II, armed, 
holding a bag of 100,000 pistoles, Father Petre stands to the 
right holding a pyx, the infant Prince James rides a lobster 
to the left, behind, a wood sheltering forty armed men and a 
fleet of ships beyond (W 13:2; MI 151/414; v.L. IV, 225), 
43mm. Very fine, rare in silver. (£120—150) l 

51 
Another, AE (W. 13:2; MI151/414; v.L. IV, 225). 43mm. 
Very fine. (£60 —80) l 

52 
Two others, struck in copper on lead and in lead (W 13:2; 
MI 151/414, v.L. IV, 225), 43mm; and a re-strike in AE of 
the State of Britain medal by I. Boskam, (W. 13:1; 
MI 150/413; v.L.IV, 225), 58mm. Very fine or better. 
(£90 — 110) 3 

+53 
By N. Chevalier, in Holland, for the National Association, 
Saul throwing his spear at David, rev. a cockade with a 
crown on each ribbon (W. 13:6; MI 154/418: v.L. 227), 
26mm. Extremely fine, extremely rare. (£200—250) 1 

*54 
By unknown artist, bust of William III, rev. trophy of arms 
with Irish shield (W. 13:10; MI 150/412), 26mm. Extremely 
fine, extremely rare. (£200 — 250) ] 

Treaty of Ryswick, 1697 

5b) 
By Norbert Roettier, in France, bust of James, Prince of 
Wales facing left, rev. a storm tossed ship (the Prince) 
partially dismasted and without sail but with all flags flying 
(W. 14:1; MI 192/500; v.L. IV, 247), 45mm. Jeweller’s mark 
on reverse, nearly extremely fine, rare in silver. (£300 — 350) 

56 
Others, as last (2), struck in AZ, and cast in brass (W. 14:1: 
MI 192/500; v.L. IV, 247), 45mm and 44mm. Nearly ex- 
tremely fine. (£100— 120) 2 



y/ 
By Norbert Roettier (7), bust of Prince James facing left (all 
from the same die), rev. various, R (2—W. 14:2b and 14:4) 
and AB (S—W. 14: 2a, 14:3, 14:4, 14:5a and 14:5b), 25mm. 
First two extremely fine, remainder mostly very fine. 
(£120— 150) Hl 

58 
By unknown artist, Peace, holding a caduceus, lies at the 
foot of an olive tree, rev. a cracked globe which Peace and 
Mercury are seeking to repair (MI 161/432, v.L. IV, 266), 
32mm. Very fine, very rare. (£80— 100) i 

Sy) 
By Christian Wermuth, in Gotha, bust of William III facing 
right, rev. bust of Louis XIV facing right (MI 173/459; 
C.W. 97 043), 21mm. Very fine, very rare. (£70—80) ] 

60 
Another, lead (MI 173/459), 21mm. A J/ittle corrosion but 
very fine, very rare. (£50—60) 1 

Prince James promoted as James II’s successor, 1699 

61 
By Norbert Roettier (2), bust of Prince James facing left, 
rey. sun rising over ships on a calm sea, dispelling clouds 
and demons (W. 15:1; MI 204/519); similar, rey. a cornuco- 
pia (W. 15:2; MI 204/520), both 27mm. Nearly extremely 
fine and about fine, the latter rare. (£60 — 80) 2 

62 
By Norbert Roettier, James II facing right, rev. Prince 

James facing left, N.R. below (same die as W. 15:1, obvy.— 
W. 15:3, MI 202/517), 27mm. Nearly extremely fine, toned. 
(£120— 150) 1 

63 
Another, similar, N.R. below bust, rev. stops differ from last 

(same die as W. 15:2, obv.—W. 15:4; MI 202/516), 27mm. 
Very fine. (£60 — 80) l 

*64 
By Norbert Roettier, bust of James II facing right, rev. bust 
of Prince James facing left (W. 15:5; MI 201/515), 36mm. 
Nearly extremely fine, toned, rare. (£200 —250) ] 

Succession of James III and VIII 
(17th September 1701) 

*65 
Re-strike by Matthew Young in 1828 from mismatched dies 
by Norbert Roettier, youthful bust of James III facing left, 
rey. that of a Scottish Guinea, 1716 (W. 16:1), 21mm. As 

struck, rare. (£200 — 250) | 

A “true” reverse is unknown and it is concluded that a reverse die for 
this intended medal may not have been made. 

66 
Another, AB (W. 16:1). 20mm. As struck, rare. (£140 — 180) 

] 

Death of William III (19th March 1702) 

*67 
By Christian Wermuth, in Gotha, bust of James III facing 
left, title of Prince of Wales around, rev. an inscription 
stating his irrelevancy with regard to the Succession 
(W. 18:1), 21mm. Better than very fine, excessively rare. 
(£200 — 250) ] 

68 
By Christian Wermuth, bust of Louis XIV (same die as the 
reverses of lots 59 and 60), rev. an inscription commenting 
on the French King’s indecision (W. 18:2), 21mm. Very fine, 
very rare. (£120 — 150) 1 

69 
By Christian Wermuth, 42, bust of William III (same die as 

the obverses of lots 59 and 60), rev. an inscription recording 
his death (W. 18:4; MI 225/553; v.L. IV, 343; C.W. 02 025), 
2imm. Extremely fine, extremely rare, particularly in this 
metal. (£120 — 150) I 

The attempted Invasion of Scotland, 1708 

70 
By Norbert Roettier, AZ, bust of James III facing left, rev. 
map of the British Isles, ships in seas around, the three 
kingdoms and their capitals identified (W. 20:la; 
MI 312/133; v.L. V, 98), 30mm; another, 1704, by the same 

artist, probably for James III’s 16th birthday, bust of James 
III facing left, rev. sun dispelling clouds over a calm sea 
(W. 19:1; MI 270/71), 29mm. Extremely fine and nearly very 
fine, the latter rare. (£70—90) D 

71 
By John Croker and Samuel Bull (2), R and A, bust of 
Anne facing left, rev. Scotia, clinging to Britannia, is saved 
from the French fleet (W. 21:1; MI316/141; v.L. V, 103), 

40mm. First cleaned, nearly extremely fine, latter as struck. 
(£120 — 150) 2 

aie 
By Georg Hautsch, in Niirnberg (2), R and lead, bust of 
Anne facing left, rev. the French fleet fleeing from the 
English (W. 21:2; MI 317/142; v.L.V, 100), 40mm. Ex- 
tremely fine (illustrated) and very fine, rare. (£200—250) 2 



7B 
By Martin Brunner, in Nurnberg (2), R and lead with a 
copper plug at 6 o’clock, bust of Anne facing left, rev. an ass 
deterred from eating a thistle by the intervention of a rose 
(W. 21:3; MI 321/146; v.L.V, 100), 43mm; by Martin 

Smeltzing, in Holland, lead, bust of Anne facing left, rev. a 
rose and thistle entwined round a sceptre topped by the Eye 
of Providence, to the right, the surrender of the Salisbury 
and to the left, prisoners being conveyed to the Tower 
(W. 21:4; MI 318/143; v.L. V, 100); and a Pinchbeck medal 
for the coronation of Anne, 1702 (MI 230/7), 22mm. Last 
extremely fine, others fine to very fine, all rare. (£120 —150) 4 

74 
An electrotype copy of the unique Pattern English Crown, 
1709, by Norbert Roettier, bust of James II facing right, 

rev. crowned oval shield (W. 22:1). Extremely _ fine. 
(£150 — 200) l 

Ex Miss M. Widdrington Collection (no. 78). 

Peace negotiations at Gertruydenberg, 1710 

75) 
By Norbert Roettier, bust of James III (same punch as on 
the crown of 1709), rev. map of the British Isles (W. 23:1a; 
MI 312/133; v.L. V,98), 38mm. Nearly extremely fine, 
toned, rare thus. (£140— 180) 1 

76 
Others as last (2), struck in A#, and cast in brass (W. 23:la; 
MI 312/133; yv.L. V, 98), 38mm and 37mm. Extremely fine 
and very fine. (£80— 100) 2 

Ta 
Re-strike by Matthew Young from mismatched dies by 
Norbert Roettier, bust of James II facing right, 1699 below 
(as lot 64), rev. bust of James III facing right (as previous 
two lots—W. 15:5/23:1), 37mm. Extremely fine and ex- 
tremely rare. (£150 —200) 1 

The Welsh Cycle Club, 1710 

78 
By Norbert Roettier (2), AZ and brass, bust of James III 
facing left, rev.- pastoral scene (W. 24:1; MI380/229), 
30mm. Extremely fine and very fine, rare. (£80 —100) 2 

Death of Princess Louisa, 1712 

79 
By Norbert Roettier (2), AR (edge milled) and A (edge 
plain), bust of James III facing left, rev. bust of Princess 
Louisa facing left, Roettier’s initials both sides (W. 25:1a; 
MI 389/243), 30mm. Very fine and nearly extremely fine. 
(£70 —90) 2 

80 

By the same artist (2), AR (edge milled) and AM on fe (edge 

plain), similar to last but obv. without artist’s initials 
(W. 25:1b), 30mm and 31mm. Extremely fine and very fine, 
rare. (£100 — 120) 2 

81 
Re-strike by Matthew Young, 42, from mismatched dies by 
Norbert Roettier, from same die as last, rev. from same die 

as lot 78 (W. 25:1b/24:1, MI 381/230), 30mm. Struck from 
rusted and scoured dies, extremely fine, very rare. (£40 — 50) 

| 

82 
By Norbert Roettier, bust of James III, rev. bust of Princess 
Louisa and a re-strike by Matthew Young, in AZ (W. 25:2; 
MI 388/241), 52mm. Extremely fine. (£300 — 350) 2 

Treaty of Utrecht, 1713 

*83 
By Norbert Roettier, bust of James III, rev. map of the 
British Isles (W. 26:la; MI 314/135), 52mm. Extremely fine, 
very rare. (£400 —450) ] 

Ex Miss M. Widdrington Collection (no. 53). 

*84 
Re-strike by Matthew Young from mismatched dies, bust of 
James III (from the same, rusty die as the re-strike in lot 82), 
rey. map of the British Isles (from same die as last lot 
W. 26:1b, MI 314/136), 52mm. Extremely fine, very rare. 
(£350 — 400) ] 

Ex Miss M. Widdrington Collection (no. 55). 

85 
By John Croker, bust of Queen Anne facing left, rev. 
Britannia, standing with olive branch and spear, ships at sea 
and an agricultural scene behind (MI 400/257), 35mm. A 
few marks and sometime cleaned, otherwise extremely fine. 
(£70 — 80) | 

James III and VIII Presented to Scotland 

86 
By Norbert Roettier, cast in lead and made from two 
uniface pieces affixed together, conjoined busts of James II 
and Mary of Modena (from Bower’s die for the medal 
relating to the recovery of the Spanish wreck, MI 619/33), 
rey. inscription O DIVINI etc. (W. 27:1; MI 612/21), 55mm; 
and a British Museum electrotype copy of another medal by 
the same artist, bust of James II facing left, rev. inscription 
THVLE etc. (W. 27:2, MI 314/137), 51mm. Obverse of the 
former with some corrosion and scratches but very fine, the 
reverse extremely fine, the latter very fine, the former ex- 
tremely rare. (£120 — 150) 2) 

Latter ex Miss M. Widdrington Collection (no. 57). 



The Stuart Line, Medallic Portraits by 
John O’Brisset 

87 
James II, cast in 42, chased and gilt (2), bust facing left, rev. 
conjoined busts of James II and Mary of Modena facing 
right (W. 28:1b; MI 216/540), 50mm; uniface with portrait 
of James III, field stippled (cf. W.23:la), 35mm. First 
pierced and fair only but extremely rare, the second extremely 
fine and unrecorded. (£80 — 100) 2B 

*88 
—cast in AS, chased and gilt, bust of James III, rey. bust of 
Princess Louisa (W. 28:2; MI 389/242), 50mm. saa | 
fine, extremely rare. (£300 — 350) 

*89 
Queen Anne, cast, chased and gilt, bust of Queen Anne, rey. 
bust of James III (W. 28:3; MI 382/232), 46mm. Nearly 

extremely fine, very rare. (£300 —350) 1 

*90 
—cast and chased badge, bust of Queen Anne, rev. bust of 
Charles I (W. 28:6), 42 x 35mm. Extremely fine, extremely 
rare. (£300 — 350) 

9] 
—a similar badge, AZ (W. 28:6), 42 x 35mm; and a uniface 
cast cliché in brass of a similar portrait of Queen Anne, 
41 x 32mm. Both with small piercing at top, former ex- 
tremely fine, very rare, latter fine and _ unrecorded. 
(£200 — 250) 2 

George I Proclaimed, 1714 

92 
By Martin Brunner, in Nurnberg, bust of George I facing 
right, rev. Apollo, seated on a rock, playing a harp, a 
leopard and lion in the foreground (W. 29:1; MI419/1), 
36mm. Some marks in fields, otherwise extremely fine, 
extremely rare. (£300 — 350) | 

Coronation of George I, 1714 

93 
By Georg Wilhelm Vestner, in Germany, bust of George I 
facing right, rev. St. George being crowned by Victory 
whilst slaying the dragon (W. 30:1; MI 425/12), 44mm. 

Fields marked, otherwise extremely fine, very rare. 
(£300 — 350) | 

The Rising of 1715 

*Q4 
Battle of Sheriffmuir, by John Croker, bust of George I, rey. 
Victory, flourishing a scimitar and holding a palm, in 
pursuit of Jacobite cavalry (W.3l:la; MI 434/33; 
v.L. V, 256), 46mm. Extremely fine, attractively toned. 
(£140 — 160) l 

95 
Others (2), one from different obverse die and another in 2 
from same, but cracked, dies as previous lot (W. 31:1b and 
la; MI 434/33; v.L. V, 256), 46mm. Very fine and extremely 
fine. (£100 — 120) 2 

96 
Battle of Preston, by John Croker (2), R and A, bust of 
George I (same die as W. 31:1b), rev. trophy of arms with 
two captives in chains (W. 31:2; MI 435/34; v.L. V, 257), 
46mm. Nearly very fine and extremely fine, rare. (£80 — 100) 

2) 

Qi 
The attempts of James III, by Christian Wermuth, in 
Gotha, bust of James III, rev. map of the British Isles 
(W. 32:1; MI 436/35), 33mm. Extremely fine, extremely 
rare. (£200 —250) 1 

*98 
Pattern Scottish Crown, 1716, re-strike by Matthew Young 
from dies by Norbert Roettier, bust of James VIII facing 
right, rev. square topped shield, with Arms of Scotland in 
first and fourth quarters, surmounted by the English crown, 
edge plain (W. 33:1), 42mm. Extremely fine, rare. 
(£450 — S00) l 

*99 
Pattern Scottish Guinea, 1716, A re-strike by Matthew 
Young from dies by Norbert Roettier, bust of James VIII, 
rey. cruciform shields with sceptres in angles, thistle in 
centre, edge plain (W. 33:2), 27mm. Practically as struck, 
rare. (£250 — 300) 1 

100 
—another, from the same dies, lead (possibly a fine cast), 
edge milled (W. 33:2), 27mm. Obverse scored above drapery, 
otherwise extremely fine and unrecorded in this metal. 
(£100 — 120) l 

101 
Act of Grace, 1717, by John Croker (2), AR and AZ, bust of 
George I facing right, rev. Clemency, holding an olive 
branch, leaning on a pillar and touching the head of a 
serpent with a caduceus (W. 34:la; MI436/36), 46mm. 
Nearly extremely fine and extremely fine. (£120 — 140) 2) 



The Escape of Princess Clementina from Innsbriick, 
1719 

102 
By Ottone Hamerani, in Rome (2), R and A, bust of 
Princess Clementina facing left, rev. the Princess riding 
towards Rome in a biga (W. 36:1; M1444/49), 48mm. 
Extremely fine. (£280 — 320) 2 

The Marriage of James III and Princess Clementina, 
1719 

103 
The Proxy Ceremony at Bologna, by Ottone Hamerani (2), 
A and A, bust of James III facing right, rev. bust of Queen 
Clementina facing left (W. 37:1; MI 446/52), 49mm. Ex- 

tremely fine, the first attractively toned. (£350—400) 2 

104 
The Ceremony at Montefiascone, by Ermenegildo Hamer- 
ani (2), AR and AZ, conjoined busts of James III and 
Clementina facing right, rev. Hercules taking the hand of 
Venus who is attended by Cupid holding a caduceus 
(W. 37:2; MI 445/51), 41mm. Very fine and extremely fine. 
(£80 — 100) 2 

*105 
An engraved teardrop shaped pendant, by unknown (Eng- 
lish?) artist, bust of Charles I facing right, REMEMBER, rev. 
two hands clasped, UNITED above, date below (W. 37:3— 
this piece), 36 x 22mm. Pierced at top and with ring for 
suspension, very fine, extremely rare. (£300 —350) 1 

The Court in Exile 

*106 
Medal of Sir Thomas Dereham, 1719, cast in pale bronze, 

by Massimiliano Soldani, bust of the baronet, rey. Virtue, 
holding a wand and laurel wreath, turns her back on 
Fortune to greet an approaching angel (MI 447/54; Vannel 
and Toderi 143, dated 1715), 85mm. Extremely fine, ex- 
tremely rare. (£250 — 300) 

Sir Thomas Dereham was attached to the Stuart Court in Rome. He 
was not 36 —the age shown on the medal —in 1719, nor indeed in 1715, 
the date that appears on some versions. He died in 1739 aged 65. 

NOG 
An oval portrait plaque of James III and VIII by unknown 
artist in the style of Simon de Passe and after a portrait by 
Simon Alexis Belle, set inside the lid of a silver box and 
contained by a band inscribed Cvivs EST and COGNOSCVNT 
ME MEA, the outside of the lid is tortoiseshell, 75 x 60mm. 
The box fine, the plaque extremely fine and extremely rare. 
(£300 — 500) | 

*108 
AE biface seal matrix (or printer’s plate?) of James, Marshal, 

Duke of Berwick, British Arms, within the Garter and the 

Order of the Golden Fleece, supported by two unicorns, 

crossed marshal’s batons behind and surmounted by a 
coronet, motto OREM ET HONES, rev. the arms of his second 
son, Francois, Duke of St. James and Bishop of Soissons, 

added at a later date, 32 x 30mm. Very fine and presumed 
unique. (£150 — 200) | 

Birth of Prince Charles (31st December 1720) 

109 
By Ermenegildo Hamerani (2), R and A, conjoined busts 
of James III and Clementina (same die as lot 104), rey. 
Providence, resting on a column, holds the infant Prince 
and indicates to him the British Isles on a globe (W. 38:1; 
MI 452/60), 41mm. Extremely fine. (£120—150) y, 

NG 
By Norbert Roettier, in France, a pair of original cliché 
strikings in white metal, each piece backed with paper, 
conjoined busts of James HI and Clementina, rev. Provi- 
dence holding an infant wearing a ribbon across his left 
shoulder (W. 38:2; MI 453/61), 44mm. Contained in a sha- 
green case. Some surface marks otherwise extremely fine, 
extremely rare. (£300 — 350) 2 

111 
A white metal cast from Roettier’s dies in their original 
state, 42mm; and a re-strike by Matthew Young in AZ, rust 
marks at 9 o’clock (W. 38:2; MI 453/61), 44mm. Very fine 
and extremely fine, the former very rare. (£100— 120) DZ, 

EPIL I7) 
By Christian Wermuth, in Gotha, AZ, Queen Clementina 
sitting up in a canopied bed and holding the infant Prince, 
rey. inscription QVID etc. (W. 39:la), 34mm. Surfaces a little 
corroded, otherwise very fine, extremely rare. (£150—200) 1 

The South Sea Bubble, 1721 

U3} 
By Ermenegildo Hamerani, bust of James III facing right, 
rev. view of the City of London, in the foreground the 
weeping figure of Britannia looks on as the British Lion and 
Unicorn are trampled by the Hanoverian Horse whilst 
people flee (W. 40:1; MI 454/63), 50mm. Letter c punched 
on edge, otherwise practically as struck, beautifully toned and 
rare thus. (£250— 300) | 

114 

Others (2), AE and cast in lead (W. 40:1; MI 454/63), 50mm. 
Extremely fine. (£100 — 120) 2 



The Atterbury Conspiracy, 1723 

LIS) 
By unknown artist, A2, Bishop Atterbury and his four co- 
conspirators seated round a table, rev. the party struck by 
lightning (W. 41:1; MI459/70), 40mm. Pierced at top, 
otherwise very fine, extremely rare. (£150—200) l 

The Order of Blue and Orange, circa 1727 

UNG) 
Gilt badge, by unknown artist, square topped shield bearing 
the Hanoverian Horse within a garter and set on an eight 
pointed star above an octagonal altar which displays an 
orange on the front panel, rev. a sheaf of five arrows 
through a crown above a round altar decorated with a skull 
(W. 42:1a; MI 486/24), 46 x 30mm. Length of orange rib- 
bon through suspension loop, very fine, very rare. (£150 —200) 

1 

117 
Another, similar, but cast in 2 and chased, fields stippled 
(W. 42:la; MI 486/24), 45 x 30mm. Nearly extremely fine, 
very rare. (£120—150) ] 

118 
Another from different dies, rose on altar, rev. nine arrows, 
a flower below suspension loop each side (W. 42:1b; 
MI 487/25), 51 x 30mm. Very fine, very rare. (£150—200) 

1 

Prince Charles’s 11th Birthday 
(31st December 1731) 

119 
By Ottone Hamerani, bust of Charles, Prince of Wales 
facing right, star in field before, rev. bust of Henry, Duke of 
York facing left, edge lettered (W. 43:1; MI 492/34), 42mm. 
Some marks both sides but very fine. (£100 — 120) 1 

120 
Others (3), AZ (2— lettered and plain edged) and a later copy 
in black basalt, probably by Wedgwood and Bentley circa 
1779 (W. 43:1; MI 492/34), the last 37mm. Extremely fine. 
(£100 — 120) 3 

121 
By Ottone Hamerani, A gilt medals (2), the birth of Prince 
Charles, 1720 (W. 38:1; MI 452/60), 41mm; his eleventh 

birthday, 1731 (W. 43:1; MI 492/34), 42mm. Contained in a 
fitted box covered with red leather, nearly extremely fine. 
(£150 — 200) 

Ex P. Gordon and said to have been given to one of his ancestors by 
Prince Charles: shown at the Stuart Exhibition held in London, 1889 
(exhibit no. 1085), part of the relevant label remaining affixed to the 
underside of the box. 

The Children of George II, 1732 

122 
By John Croker and John Tanner, busts of George II and 
Queen Caroline vis-a-vis, rev. busts of their seven children 
(W. 44:1; MI 500/47), 69mm. Nearly extremely fine, attrac- 
tively toned. (£400 — 500) ! 

This medal was issued in reply to that for Prince Charles’s birthday. 

123 
Another, Ai (W. 44:1; MI 500/47), 69mm. Extremely fine. 
(£100 — 150) ] 

The Grand Tour of Prince Charles, 1737 

*124 
By Agostino Franchi, in Venice, AZ, bust of Prince Charles 

(after the drawing by Giles Hussey), rev. bust of Prince 
Henry in similar style, legends with Welsh and York titles 
mis-spelt (W. 46:la), 47mm. Extremely fine and excessively 
rare, no other specimen having so far been encountered. 
(£500 — 600) 1 

*105 
Probably by Ermenegildo Hamerani, bust of Prince 
Charles, wolf and twins on truncation, rev. bust of Prince 
Henry (W. 47:1; MI 493/35), 45mm. Two small rim knocks 
on obverse but extremely fine and attractively toned. 
(£200 — 250) 1 

This medal is thought to have been struck either on the completion of 
the tour (late summer 1737) or on the occasion of the Prince’s 17th 
birthday when it could have served to mark both events. 

126 
Another, AE (W. 47:1; MI 493/35), 45mm; and the medal by 
Ottone Hamerani, 42, for the completion (in 1742) of the 
monument to Queen Clementina (died 1735) in St. Peter’s, 
Rome, bust of Pope Benedict XIV facing right, rev. the 
monument (W. 45:2: MI 570/204), 35mm. Extremely fine. 
(£100 — 120) 2 

The Rising of 1745 

D7 
Counters dated 1746, by Joseph Charles Roettier, in Paris 
(2), R and brass, referring to the landing of Prince Charles 
in Scotland the previous year, bust of Admiral de Pen- 
thiévre facing right, rev. the Argo, with the golden fleece on 
its mast, being rowed to right (W. 48:1), 29 and 28mm. Very 
fine and nearly so (the former illustrated), very rare. 
(£80 — 100) 2 



*128 
Uniface badge depicting Prince Charles in Highland 
clothes and wearing the white cockade in his bonnet, 
cast and chased by unknown artist (W. 49:1—this piece 
illustrated), 52 x 38mm. Extremely fine, extremely rare. 
(£2,000 — 2,500) l 

The finely engraved portrait is taken from an unsigned miniature, 
ascribed to Robert Strange, which was given to Cameron of Lochiel by 
Prince Charles. 

=1129 
Uniface plaid or tunic badge, by unknown artist, in bronze, 
showing a half length bust of Prince Charles in a style 
similar to the last but retrograde (the star and ribbon of the 
Thistle on the wrong side), contained within an inscription, 
bordered by scrolls with a crown at 3, 6, 9 and 12 o’clock 
and with four circles (piercing points) equidistantly placed 
between (W. 49:3), 43mm. Contained in a shagreen case, 
pierced in only two places (2nd and 3rd quarters), extremely 
fine and extremely rare thus. (£400 — 500) 

Ex Lord Amulree Collection. 

*130 
Capture of Edinburgh, September 1745, by unknown artist 
(possibly Tate), AZ, Prince Charles, pointing the way for- 
ward, stands with an attendant holding his targe nearby, 
rey. Fame flying, with trumpet and crown, over a fortified 
city (W. 50:1; MI 601/254), 36mm. Very slight patches of 
corrosion in legends and a few hairline scratches but ex- 
tremely fine and an excellent example of this extremely rare 
medal. (£300 — 350) 1 

131 
Loyal Associations, November 1745, by Thomas Pingo (2), 
AR (with integral suspension loop) and 42, body of infantry 
in formation with mounted commander at its head, rey. 
Pallas overthrowing the giants, Jupiter flying on his eagle in 
a cloud above (W. 51:1; MI 603/257), 41mm. Former with 
edge knock and about very fine only, the latter nearly 
extremely fine. (£60 — 80) 2, 

132 
Another (with integral suspension loop), edge inscribed 
JOHN COSSART, TRUE BLUE, CORKE (W. 51:1; MI 603/257), 
4lmm. Very fine. (£60 — 80) ! 

133 
Loyal Associations, by John Kirk, in St. Paul’s Churchyard 
(2), A and A, two men shaking hands, rev. St. George 
piercing the Arms of France on a shield supported by a lion 
and a double-headed eagle, Britannia seated above between 
standards and arms (W. 51:2; MI 603/256), 36mm. Very 
fine and extremely fine. (£70 —90) 2 

134 
Carlisle Retaken, 30th December 1745, by Johan Hendrik 

Wolff, in Denmark (3), A and AB (2), bust of the Duke of 

Cumberland facing right, rev. Cumberland, as a Roman 

general, attacks a hydra before Carlisle (W.52:1a; 
MI 604/258, in A and A, and W. 52:1b; MI 604/259, in 

ZB), 37mm. Extremely fine, the last rare. (£120 — 150) 3 

335) 
— by Pinchbeck (3), similar to the medals by Wolff, AZ gilt 
(W. 52:2; MI 605/260), 35mm; and with English legends (2), 
A gilt and white metal gilt (W. 52:3; MI 605/261), 37mm. 
First extremely fine, others very fine. (£80— 100) 3 

136 
— by Pinchbeck, brass (2), bust of Cumberland facing right, 
rey. Cumberland riding over two Highlanders and about to 
strike a third, a view of Carlisle behind (W. 52:4—this piece 
illustrated), 34mm; half length, three-quarters facing bust of 
Cumberland, wearing cocked hat, holding a baton and 
standing between arms, rev. Cumberland riding over three 
Highlanders and towards Carlisle, the Jacobite army 
marching off to right (W.52:6—this piece illustrated), 
35mm. Fine and very fine, both extremely rare. (£100 — 120) 

DZ, 

137 
—by Pinchbeck (4), AZ, 4 gilt and brass (2—obyv. dies 
differ), bust of Cumberland facing right, rev. Cumberland, 
mounted, directs a soldier and two captives towards Carlisle 
(W. 52:5a (3) and W. 52:5b; all MI 605/262), 34mm. Last 
extremely fine, others nearly so. (£120—150) 4 

138 
The withdrawal of the Jacobite army to Scotland (3), by A. 
and John Kirk (2), A and AZ, Cumberland riding before 
Carlisle, rev. Cumberland, in Roman costume, standing 
with one foot on a fallen warrior whose shield bears the 
Papal crown, and offering an olive branch to Anglia 
(W. 53:1; M1 606/264), 35mm; and a similar medal, by J. 
Taylor, A gilt, 36mm. The first nearly extremely fine, others 
very fine, the last unrecorded. (£150 —200) 3 

21139 
—by John Kirk (2), R and #€, bust of George II, rey. 
Truth, with palm and Bible, descends from a cloud onto the 
hydra of rebellion which bears the heads of Prince Charles, 
Louis XV, the Pope, the Devil, a Cardinal and a Bishop 
(QWa8e2: MI 608/269), 30mm. Extremely fine, very rare, We 
former illustrated (£100 — 120) 2 

*140 
—by John Kirk, AZ, from same die as last, rev. a hand 
holding a flaming sword, extends towards a map of the 
British Isles with ships around (W. 53:3; MI609/270), 
30mm. Extremely fine, very rare. (£60 —80) ] 



141 
—by Thomas Pingo (2), R and AZ, bust of Cumberland 
facing right, rev. a lion savaging a wolf (W. 53:4; 
M1 607/265), 33mm. Extremely fine, the latter rare. 
(£80 — 100) 2 

*142 
— by Pinchbeck (?), in brass, crudely executed laureate bust 
of Cumberland, rev. the Jacobite army, the Prince at its 
head, marching to left (W. 53:6; MI 606/263), 35mm. Re- 
verse from a cracked die, extremely fine, very rare thus. 
(£70 — 90) l 

143 
Return of Cumberland to London, January 1746, AE (2), by 
A. and John Kirk, bust of Cumberland, three-quarters 
facing, rev. George II rising from his throne to receive 
crowns and a palm from his son, die crack across (W. 54:1a; 
MI 608/267), 42mm; and by John Kirk, bust of Cumber- 
land, three-quarters facing and wearing a cocked hat, rey. 
from same die as previous but with additional crack 
(W. 54:1b; MI608/268), 42mm. Extremely fine, rare. 
(£80 — 100) 2 

*144 

Jacobite paper currency of necessity, a “‘pull” taken in 1928 
by Sir David Young Cameron from the (then rusted) plate 
engraved by Robert Strange, Gentleman in the Prince’s 
Lifeguard, for the printing of one, two, three and sixpenny 
notes (see W. pages 101 and 102). ///ustrated (Plate XII), 
very rare. (£150—200) | 

Sold with a copy of Strange’s account of his commission for the 
manufacture of the plate which was found abandoned in a bog forty 
miles south of Culloden after the battle which was fought there and was 
handed to Cluny Macpherson. Circumstances did not permit the 
intended use of the plate and Cameron’s “pulls”, a limited but 
unknown quantity, are the only known printings from it. 

Battle of Culloden (16th April 1746) 

145 
The Cumberland Society medal, by Richard Yeo, A, bust 
of Cumberland facing right, rev. Apollo, resting on his bow, 
indicates a dragon slain by his arrow (W. 55:1; MI 615/283), 

54 x 38mm. Contained in a fitted shagreen case. A specimen 
striking, extremely fine, with suspension loop unpierced as 
usual in this metal, very rare. (£300 — 350) | 

*146 
By Richard Yeo, gold complimentary medal, bust of Cum- 
berland, rev. the Duke as Hercules tramples on Discord and 
raises Britannia (W. 55:2; MI613/278), S5lmm. Minor 
marks in obverse field, otherwise extremely fine, very rare. 
(£1,000 — 1,250) | 

147 
Others (2), R and A, (W. 55:2; MI 613/278), 5Imm. First 
with faint scratches in obverse field, rim damaged at 6 o'clock 
and with inscription faintly scratched on edge, otherwise 
extremely fine with light blue tone, the latter extremely fine. 
(£300 — 350) 2 

*148 

By John and A. Kirk (2), R and A, bust of Cumberland, 
rev. Fame, with trumpet and wreath, flying over the British 
Isles (W. 55:3a; MI 613/279), 35mm. Extremely fine, rare, 

the former illustrated. (£120 —150) 2 

*149 
By John Kirk (2), R and AB, bust of Cumberland, rey. 
Cumberland riding over a fallen figure bearing the heads of 
a Highlander, the Pope and Louis XV, Culloden House and 
the battle behind (W. 55:4b; MI 611/273), 42mm. The latter 
only fine, the former (illustrated) practically as struck, very 
rare thus. (£120—150) D, 

150 
By Johan Hendrick Wolff, in Denmark (2), R and AZ, bust 
of Cumberland facing left, rev. a scene of the battle 
(W. 55:5; MI609/271), 41mm. Extremely fine, rare. 
(£100 — 120) 

Sil 
By Martin Holtzhey, in Holland, bust of Cumberland 
facing right, rev. Victory crowning Cumberland who, 
dressed in Roman costume, stands with one foot on the 
naked body of a warrior and with two suppliant High- 
landers to the left, in the distance the remnants of the 
Jacobite army flee from Inverness (W. 55:6a; MI 614/281; 
y.L. Sup. XXII, 216), 41mm. Some marks and edge knocks, 
but very fine, very rare. (£120— 150) | 

1152 
By the same artist (unsigned), portrait of Cumberland, 
fuller than previous, rev. from the same die as last 
(W. 55:6b; MI 615/282), 41mm. Hairline scratches in fields, 
otherwise extremely fine, very rare. (£150—200) l 

153 
By Pinchbeck (3), struck in brass and cast and chased in 
white metal, Cumberland mounted in front of Carlisle, rev. 
the Georgeite army firing on the fleeing Jacobite forces to 
right (W. 55:7a; MI 612/277), 41mm; and struck in copper, 
from same obverse die, rev. similar but pattern of smoke 
from the musquetry is different and the infantry flag nearer 
the firing line (W.55:7b; MI 612/276), 41mm. First ex- 
tremely fine, others very fine. (£100 — 120) 3 



154 
By Pinchbeck (3), A2 gilt, Cumberland mounted, nothing in 
background, rey. battle scene similar to the last (W. 55:8), 

34mm; brass, bust of Cumberland facing right, rev. battle 
scene similar to previous (W. 55:9; MI 612/275), 36mm; and 
A gilt, similar to last, fuller legend, rev. battle scene with 
forces moving to the left (W. 55:10; MI 611/274), 36mm. 
Last with some surface corrosion, otherwise very fine, the 
others better, rare. (£80— 100) 3 

The Rising Defeated 

155 
By Andreas Vestner, in Niirnberg (2), R and white metal, 
bust of George II (from a die made in 1733 by Georg 
Wilhelm Vestner), rev. Victory on a column bearing the 
Arms of George II which stands amid a trophy of arms 
(W. 56:1; MI 617/288), 44mm. Very fine, rare. (£120— 150) 

2 

156 
By W.B., brass, bust of Cumberland, rey. a lion savaging a 
wolf (W. 56:2; MI 617/287), 33mm; by W.B. or Pinchbeck, 
brass (2), Cumberland on prancing horse, rev. the Prince, 
reaching for the crown atop a pillar, being apprehended and 
run through by Cumberland (W. 56:3; MI 618/290), 33mm; 
another from same obverse die as last, rev. a Jacobite being 
hanged whilst two others, kneeling, await the same fate 
(W. 56:4; MI1618/289), 33mm; others by unknown 
engravers (3), bust of Cumberland, rev. a suppliant Scot 
before the Lion of England (2), brass and cast in white metal 
(W. 56:5; MI 616/286), 33mm; bust of Cumberland, three- 
quarters facing, wearing a cocked hat, rev. a suppliant Scot 
kneeling before Britannia whose sword is raised, cast in 
brass (W. 56:7; MI 616/285), 31mm, this damaged by pierc- 
ing; removal of the bell from the (Episcopalian?) Church of 
Carlisle, by unknown engraver, cast in brass (2), bust of 
Cumberland, rev. a bell (one with TF countermark each side 
of bell—W. 56:6), 30mm. First very fine, very rare, second 
extremely fine, very rare thus, the remainder fine to very fine, 
several very rare. (£150—180) 

The bell was removed by order of Cumberland because it had been 
rung to welcome the arrival of the Prince in 1745. 

157 
By John Kirk, laudatory counters (4), bust of George II, 
rev. bust of Cumberland (2—MI 622/295 and 296): bust of 
Cumberland, rey. Cupid gathering roses (MI 627/312); and 
oby. from same die, rev. Cupid standing, resting on his bow, 
all 25mm. Extremely fine or nearly so, the last unrecorded. 
(£100 — 120) 4 

The Rescue of Prince Charles (20th September 1746) 

158 
Counters (2), 1747, by Joseph Charles Roettier, R and A, 

bust of Admiral de Penthiévre (same die as lot 127), rev. a 
ship’s compass (W. 58:1), 29mm. Very fine and fine, very 
rare. (£80— 100) 2 

The Execution of Lord Lovat (9th April 1747) 

NSS) 
An engraved copper plate for the printing of souvenirs 

showing a head and shoulders portrait of Lovat from the 

drawing by William Hogarth at the White Hart Inn, St. 

Albans (where Lovat was lodged whilst en route to the 
Tower), framed within a calendar of 1747, above “Simon 

Fraser Lord Lovat”, below “Beheaded April 9th 1747”, a 
headsman’s axe and “price 3d’, the back engraved, 
undoubtedly by the same hand, thirty years later for the 
piece to become Joshua Flather’s City of London Fellow- 
ship Porter’s badge, 58 x 48mm. Scratched at 1 o'clock, 
otherwise very fine, unique. (£200 — 300) | 

Engravings of Hogarth’s drawing were published according to an Act 
of Parliament passed 25 August 1746 and were presumably subject to 
copyright. It is therefore quite possible that this plate was engraved by 
William Hogarth. The souvenirs printed from it were intended to be set 
in watch cases. 
Ex Glendining’s, 28 November 1990 (lot 176). 

The Battle of Lauffeld (2nd July 1747) 

*160 
An engraved circular copper printer’s plate depicting Cum- 
berland in military dress within the legend “May Cumber- 
land & his Flanders Band, Humble Scot & Gallic Land, 
1747”, 41mm. Pierced at top for later use as a pendant piece, 
very fine, unique. (£80 — 100) 1 

The Treaty of Aix-la-Chapelle (18th October 1748) 

*161 
Jacobite engraved 2 halfpennies (5), DOWN WITH THE RUMP 
MARCH THE 18 1748/9, rev. engraving of Prince Charles in 
Highland dress and armed; DOWN WITH THE RUMP 1748, rev. 
blank; another similar to last but undated, rey. five times 
countermarked with Iv punch; DOWN WITH RUMP, rey. GOD 

BLES’S PRINCE CHARLES, within thistle and rose decoration; 
and K. CHARLES FOR EVER DOWN WITH RUMP, rev. Molly 

Hobson 1764. Very fine (first illustrated), rare. (£150 —200) 
5 

“God bless the King and down with the Rump” was a popular toast of 
a number of Jacobite clubs. 

G2 
By unknown artist, Peace, with a cornucopia, an olive 
branch and scales, descends on a cloud towards Piety who 
stands to the right of a decorated altar, the Belgic Lion with 
sword, Bible, arrows and spear with the Cap of Liberty, is to 
the left, rev. a blazing heart, pierced by eight arrows, 
surrounded by the shields of the eight countries and states 
involved, all within a wreath of lilies and olives, a pikehead 
to left and trident head to right, surmounted by a naval 
crown (MI 644/341), 43mm. Nearly extremely fine, rare. 

(£200 — 250) ] 



163 
By Charles Norbert or Joseph Charles Roettier, bust of 
Prince Charles facing right (after the bust by Jean Baptiste 
Lemoyne), 1745 below, rev. French ships approaching Bri- 
tannia, who stands with spear and shield, a globe depicting 
the British Isles is behind, in the left foreground is the 
seaweed strewn rock rebus of the Roettiers (W.59:1; 
MI601/252), 30mm. Sometime cleaned, but nearly ex- 
tremely fine, rare. (£60—80) 1 

164 
By the same artist (2), AR and A, similar to the last but 

larger and from different puncheons (W. 59:2; MI 600/251), 
41mm. Nearly extremely fine. (£100— 120) 2 

*165 
By the same artist, uniface striking in pewter of the bust of 
Prince Charles (from the same puncheon as the last), legend 
LOOK LOVE AND FOLLOW around (W. 60:1—this piece illus- 
trated), 41mm, contained in a shagreen case. Some scratches 
in field, otherwise extremely fine and excessively rare. 
(£250 — 300) ] 

Intended to be set in a watch case. 
Ex Maj. F. J. A. Skeet and (presumed) Miss M. Widdrington Collec- 
tions. 

*166 
Probably by the same artist, in France, gold uniface minia- 
ture oval portrait of Prince Charles, again after the 
Lemoyne bust, the back “‘pricked” to facilitate fixing into a 
ring (W. 60:2; MI 601/253), 10 x 8.5mm. Nearly extremely 
fine, very rare. (£300 —350) l 

167 
By unknown artist (Tate?), in France, AZ (2—plain and 
toothed edge) and € gilt (toothed edge), Prince Charles, 
standing in Highland dress holding sword and targe, rey. the 
Jacobite rose (W. 61:la and 1b (2); MI 655/358), 30mm and 
32mm (2). Very fine or better. (£120—150) 3 

The Oak Society Medal, 1750 

168 
By Charles Norbert Roettier and Thomas Pingo (2), AR and 

AE, bust of Prince Charles (from the same puncheon as lots 
164 and 165), rev. a withered oak with a flourishing sapling 
to its left, rock rebus to right (W. 62:1; MI 655/359), 34mm. 
Extremely fine. (£100 — 120) 2 

*169 
Another, Ai and four pairs of bronzed cliché strikings, each 
partially backed with paper, two sets being loose, the others 
soldered (W.62:l—see notes on pages 116-118: 
MI 655/359), 34mm, contained in a box (leather hinge 
broken). Very fine to extremely fine, extremely rare. 
(£300 — 400) 5 

Ex Sir Charles Dilke Bt. and C. W. Tomkins Collections. 

*170 
The obverse die for the Oak Society's medal. Very fine, 
unique. (£250 — 300) | 

Ex “M.O.P.”, Sir Charles Dilke Bt. and C. W. Tomkins Collections: 
shown at the Stuart Exhibition held in London, 1889 (exhibit no. 584). 

A Rejected Medal 

elial 
A re-strike from dies by unknown artist (Thomas Pingo?), 
bust of Prince Charles, after Lemoyne’s bust, rey. an armed 
Highlander approaching Scotia who, with spear and shield, 
stands by a pedestal decorated by thistles and surmounted 
by a unicorn, a cornucopia lies in the foreground, a castle 
and ships are visible in the distance (W. 64:1; MI 656/360), 
52mm. Extremely fine, very rare in silver. (£250—300) 1 

Original strikings are unknown and it is concluded that plans for the 
issue were dropped. 

2 
Another, 42 (W. 64:1; MI 656/360), 52mm; and a British 
Museum electrotype copy of the medal, by unknown artist, 
for the Jacobite meeting in London, 1750 (W. 63:1; 
MI 656/361), 33mm. Extremely fine. (£60 — 80) 2 

Latter ex Miss M. Widdrington Collection (no. 97). 

An Uncertain Medal, 1752 

NB) 
By Charles Norbert or Joseph Charles Roettier, bust of 
Prince Charles (from the same puncheon as lots 164, 165, 
168 and 169 but with slight alteration to the curls above the 
forehead), rev. Britannia stands with spear, shield and 
globe, awaiting the arrival of French ships (similar to lot 
164, the figure of Britannia from the same puncheon), a long 
rock rebus in the left foreground (W. 65:1; MI 670/380), 
43mm. Obverse from slightly rusty die, sometime cleaned and 
some minor rim knocks, otherwise extremely fine, rare. 
(£160 — 200) | 

This medal may have been prompted by the killing of Colin Campbell 
of Glenure and the evolvement of the Elibank Plot. Its precise date (the 
anniversary of the Grand Lodge meeting and the soiree and ball held at 
Holyrood in 1745) may have been a ploy to disguise its intent. 



Anti-Jacobite Club Badges, circa 1747 — 1753 

*174 
By unknown artist for an unidentified Scottish club, gold 
badge, formed of two cliche strikings joined together and 
with a ring for suspension, oby. St. Andrew, rey. crossed 
sporting guns with a pouch hanging from them, a fishing 
scene below, a hunting scene to left and a hawking scene 
above, to the right a small hound and two men standing, an 
upturned mitre lies below the first and an upturned crown 
below the second, under these are a sceptre and broken 
sword (W. 49:4; MI 602/255), 42 x 30mm. Very fine, ex- 
tremely rare. (£600 —700) ] 

Ex Mrs. G. S. Heckett 25 May 1977 (no. 220). 
Present thinking regarding this enigmatic piece is that the figures 
represent Prince Henry and Prince Charles and that the upturned 
symbols of Church and State, together with the broken sword, reflect 
the hopelessness of the Restoration of their House following Henry’s 
entry into the Church and the disaster of Culloden. The hunting theme 
may reflect earlier Jacobite meetings assembled in the guise of hunting 
parties: the hunters, now shown in the company of accepted quarry, 
have become the hunted. 

IGS) 
The Edinburgh Revolution Club Medal, 1753, by unknown 
artist, William III, dressed as a Roman Emperor, extends 
Magna Carta to the seated figures of Religion and Justice 
whilst Tyrrany and Popery flee, rev. an inscription (W. 66:1; 
MI 672/384), 36mm. Fitted with suspension loop, toned, 
extremely fine and very rare thus. (£100— 120) l 

Death of William, Duke of Cumberland 
(31st October 1765) 

176 
By Jan Van Nost (2), R and AZ, bust of Cumberland facing 
right, rev. Britannia, distressed and with a scroll reading 
CULEDON at her feet, rests on one side of his tomb and 
Hercules on the other (the reverse legend has been removed 
from the silver piece by tooling), 38mm; A ticket for a box at 
Covent Garden Theatre, bust of Cumberland (same die as 
W. 53:4, lot 141), rev. Box (D. & W. 170; M.G. 181), 33mm; 
A oval cliché portrait plaque of Cumberland within scroll 
of leaves with trophy of arms above and below, pierced at 
top, 67 x 51mm; and an octagonal brass portrait block, 
22 x 20mm. The plaque crimped, otherwise all very fine, 
except as stated. (£150 — 200) 5) 

Death of James II] and VIII (1st January 1766) 

177 
By Filippo Cropanese for Henry, Cardinal, Duke of York 
(2), R and AB, bust of the Cardinal Duke facing right, rev. 
Religion standing before St. Peter’s, the British Lion, a 
cardinal’s hat and ducal crown lie on the foreground 
(W. 67:1), 53mm. First rather marked and with many edge 
knocks, otherwise very fine and rare, the second extremely 
fine and scarce. (£100 — 120) » 

Death of Pope Clement XIII, 1769 

Salis 
By unknown engraver, for Henry, Cardinal, Duke of York 
during the vacancy of the Holy See, the Cardinal’s Arms, 
rey. an inscription of his name, titles, the occasion and date 

(W. 69:1), 29mm. Extremely fine, very rare. (£180—220) 1 

179 
Another, AZ, from the same dies (W. 69:1), 29mm. Ex- 
tremely fine, very rare. (£140— 160) | 

The Royal Oak Club (founded 7th February 1772) 

*180 
Brass badge, hand-engraved by unknown artist, the Royal 
Oak, 1G below, rev. clasped hands holding a chain, date 
below, with integral ring for suspension (W. 70:1—this piece 
illustrated), 54x 3lmm. Very (fine, extremely rare. 
(£250 — 300) | 

Marriage of Charles III and Princess Louise 
of Stolberg (17th April 1772) 

18] 
By Ferdinando Hamerani (unsigned—2), A and A:, bust of 
Charles III facing left, his name, date of birth, his de jure 
titles and date of succession to them around, rev. bust of 
Louise facing left, her de jure titles and date of their 
acquisition around (W. 71:1), 32mm. Nearly extremely fine 
and extremely fine. (£120 — 150) 2 

Death of Pope Clement XIV, 1774 

*182 
By unknown engraver, for Henry, Cardinal, Duke of York 
during the vacancy of the Holy See, the Cardinal’s Arms 
(from the same die as lots 178 and 179), rey. an inscription 
of his name and titles, a star above and the date below 
(W. 72:1), 29mm. Extremely fine, extremely rare. 
(£250 — 300) 1 

183 
Another, AZ, from the same dies (W. 72:1), 29mm. Obverse 

struck slightly off-centre, some rim nicks, otherwise extremely 
fine and excessively rare in this metal. (£250 — 300) 

Succession of Henry IX (31st January 1788) 

184 
By Gioacchimo or Giovanni Hamerani (2), R and AZ, bust 
of Henry IX facing right, rev. Religion standing before St. 
Peter’s, the Sistine Chapel and the bridge and Castle St. 
Angelo, the British Lion, a cardinal’s hat and a crown lie on 
the foreground (W. 73:1a), 53mm. Nearly extremely fine and 
extremely fine. (£200 — 250) 2 



SS5 
By the same artist (unsigned), oby. similar, but stop at end 
of legend, rev. similar to last but ducal crown on foreground 
(W. 73:1b), 53mm, flan generally 2mm thick. Extremely fine 
with attractive tone. (£200 —250) | 

186 
Others (2) from the same dies, R and AB (W. 73:1b), 53mm, 
flans 3mm and 4-Smm thick. Extremely fine. (£200—250) 2 

187 
By the same artist (2), AR and A, but from a different 

obverse die, the chain of the pectorial cross spaced wider 
across the shoulders, rev. from the same die as lot 184 
(W. 73:lc), 53mm, flans 3mm and 2mm thick. Extremely 

fine and very fine, the latter having been struck from rusted 
dies. (£180 — 200) D) 

188 
Another, similar, 42, from same obverse die (but in a rusted 
state), rev. from a different die showing less detail of the 
bridge (W. 73:1d), 53mm, flan 4mm thick. Extremely fine. 
(£60 — 80) 1 

The Centenary of the Glorious Revolution 

189 
By unknown artist, lead, bust of William III, rev. James II 
discarding the Great Seal (W. 75:1), 38mm; by Davies (2), 
AZ and silvered A, bust of William III, rev. NOv® 47 1788 in a 
wreath, scalloped edge (W.75:2; D. & H. Middx. 949), 
25mm; another, 42, similar but unsigned and on a larger 
flan (W. 75:3; D. & H. Middx. 948), 27mm; and by C. 
James, in white metal, bust of William III, 1688, rey. bust of 
George III, 1788 (W. 75:6), 33mm. Very fine to extremely 
fine. (£100— 120) 5 

190 
By Jacobs, A token penny, bust of William III, 1688 below, 
no legend, rev. Britannia and the British Lion resting on 
symbols of Popery (W. 75:4; D. & H. Middx. 198), 33mm. 
Extremely fine, very rare. (£150—200) l 

1911 
By the same artist, AZ token penny, similar to last but with 
wreath border, rey. the British Lion, holding shield, tram- 
ples on symbols of Popery (W. 75:5; D. & H. Middx. 199), 
33mm. Extremely fine, very rare. (£200 —250) l 

192 
By unknown artist (3), R, A gilt, and white metal, bust of 
William III (second has 17 pB 90 engraved below), rev. 
BRITONS NEVER WILL BE SLAVES in wreath (W. 75:7; D. & H. 

Middx. 201), 35mm. Second very fine, others extremely fine. 
(£100 — 120) 3 

First ex A. W. Jan Collection. 
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*193 
By unknown artist, AZ uniface (trial?) obverse strikings (2), 
bust of William HII, 1688 below (W. 75:8 and 9), 24mm and 
18mm. Extremely fine, extremely rare. (£100— 150) yD 

Admission Tickets for Touching Ceremonies 

Charles I (1625 — 1649) 

*194 

Ai Freemason’s ticket, hand from heaven above four heads, 

rey. crown above rose and thistle (W. illus. no. 5—this 
piece), 21mm. Obverse fine (some corrosion), reverse very 
fine, extremely rare. (£150—200) 1 

Charles IT (1660 — 1685) 

#1195 
AB, Sovereign of the Seas, rev. St. Michael slaying the 
dragon (W. illus. no. 11—this piece), 30mm. Nearly ex- 
tremely fine, rare thus. (£120—150) l 

Ex T. B. Clarke-Thornhill, 26.5.37 (lot 753pt), C. W. Peck and Lt. Col. 
Murray Collections. 

196 
7B, another, as last but with two edge nicks applied from 
opposite rims indicating two occasions of re-use (W. illus. 
no. 15—this piece), 30mm. Better than very fine and with two 
edge nicks (the maximum so far recorded), very rare. 
(£120 — 150) 

iy) 
A centre within brass outer ring, otherwise type as previous 
two (W. illus. no. 12—this piece), 29mm. Very fine. 
(£80 — 100) ] 

Ex C. W. Peck Collection. 

198 
Brass centre within AZ outer ring, 29mm; and another in 
brass, 28mm. First about very fine, second with several 
attempted piercings and filed edge, otherwise fine. (£80 — 100) 

2 

Touchpieces 
(All of standard type, ship in full sail, rev. St. Michael slaying 

dragon). 

Gold 

Charles II (1660 — 1685): from dies by John Roettier. 

199 
Type A (large flan), obv. Ol, rev. R1. Obverse fine, reverse 
better. (£80 — 100) | 



200 
Type A, oby. O2, rev. R2. Very fine. (£120— 150) | 

201 
Type B (small flan). Slight haymarking, nearly very fine, rare. 
(£140 — 160) | 

James II (1685 — 1688): from dies by John Roettier. 

202 
Oby. O3, rev. R1 (from the same die as previous lot). Some 
minor scratches but better than very fine, rare thus. 
(£160 — 200) | 

Anne (1702 — 1714): from dies by John Croker incorpor- 
ating Roettier’s type puncheons. 

203 
Oby. Ol, rev. R3. Nearly very fine. (£100— 120) i 

204 
Oby. O6, rey. R3. Very fine. (£120 — 150) ] 

205 
Oby. O7, rev. R3. Fine. (£80— 100) 1 

206 
Oby. O8, rev. R3. Fine. (£90— 110) 1 

Silver (except where stated): struck for the Stuarts in exile. 

James IT (1685 — 1701) 

*207 
By Norbert Roettier, in England, obv. Ol, the Prince 
(James’s flagship at Sole Bay) sailing to right, rev. R1, St. 
Michael slaying the dragon, depicted in new style, 23.5grs., 
(W. illus. no. 47—this piece). Obverse lightly haymarked, a 
few minor scratches both sides but nearly extremely fine, 
unpierced and extremely rare. (£300— 350) 1 

Ex Lt. Col. Murray Collection. 

*208 
By James Roettier, in England, obv. O2, rey. R2, 21.5grs. 
(W. illus. no. 48—this piece). A few minor scratches both 
sides but better than very fine, unpierced and very rare. 
(£250 — 300) ] 

Whilst Norbert Roettier (under suspicion of working for James II) 
joined the French Mint in 1695, his brother James remained in 
England. 

209 
—another, pierced for use, 23.0grs. Fine, very rare. 
(£100 — 120) 1 
Ex Lt. Col. Murray Collection. 
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James III (1701 — 1766) 

*210 
French issue, English type, possibly engraved by Norbert 
Roettier, oby. similar to last, the ship’s hull from the same 

puncheon, legend 1Ac. 3etc., rev. similar to last, the figure of 
St. Michael slaying the dragon from the same puncheon, 
23.9grs. (W. illus. no. 50—this piece). Some scratches on 
reverse but very fine and extremely rare. (£350 — 400) | 

211 
Italian issue, engraved by Ottone or Ermenegildo Hamer- 
ani, oby. Ol, unknown ship with sails turned back and half 
sun on transom, rev. R1, more spirited figure of St. Michael 
slaying the dragon, the head of which is to the left, 35.7grs. 
(W. illus. nos. 58 and 59—this piece). Very fine. (£100 — 120) 

l 

DP 
—oby. O2, rey. R2 (cracked die), 54.6grs. Extremely fine 
with attractive dark tone. (£180 —200) ] 

213 
— another from the same dies but struck on a thicker flan, 
61.Sgrs. Test mark on edge between 6 and 7 o'clock, otherwise 
nearly extremely fine. (£180 —200) ] 

Ex Lt. Col. Murray Collection. 

214 
—oby, O2 (same as previous two), rev. R3, 36.3grs. Very 
fine. (£100 — 120) ] 

215 
— oby. O3, rev. R4, 48.1 grs. (W. illus. nos. 60 and 72—this 
piece). Two attempted piercings on reverse between 5 and 6 
o'clock, otherwise extremely fine. (£140— 160) ] 

216 
— oby. O4, rev. RS, 36.3grs. (W. illus. nos. 61 and 73—this 
piece). Minor flan flaws on border between 2 and 3 o'clock, 
otherwise very fine. (£90— 110) | 

ANG 
— another from the same dies but struck in brass, 37.7grs. 
Very fine and very rare in this metal. (£140 — 160) 1 

Charles III (1766 — 1788) 

218 
Type similar to last, probably by Ferdinando Hamerani, 
oby. O1, rev. R1 (from same die as last), 39.5grs. Nearly very 
fine, rare. (£160 — 200) ] 

219 
oby. 02, rey. R2, pierced at bottom instead of top, 33.8grs. 
(W. illus. nos. 63 and 75—this piece). Several scratches on 
reverse but very fine, scarce. (£150 — 180) 1 



Henry IX (1788 — 1807) 

*220 
Type similar to last but with larger border, probably by 
Gioacchimo or Giovanni Hamerani, oby. Ol, rev. R1, 
43.2grs. (W. illus. nos. 64 and 76—this piece). Nearly 
extremely fine, rare thus. (£180 —220) ] 

D)\| 
Another from the same dies but struck in silvered copper, 
almost certainly when Henry IX was forced to flee to Naples 
and Venice in the course of the French Revolution and his 
resultant impoverishment, 40.3grs. (W. illus. nos. 65 and 
67—this piece). Obverse corroded and fair only, reverse 
weakly struck, fine, an extremely rare and interesting piece. 
(£120 — 150) 

Ex Lt. Col. Murray Collection. 

Py) 
By Giovanni Hamerani or Tomasso Mercandetti, oby. O03, 
ship with different stern, rev. R3, even more spirited figure 
of St. Michael slaying the dragon which has a distinct 
ribbed appearance, 44.3grs. (W. illus. nos. 67 and 79—this 
piece). Rather marked and strictly fine only but extremely 
rare. (£200 — 250) 1 

OB, 
Pattern, proof, trial or presentation piece struck in gold 
from the same dies as the last but without the lined border 
and on a thick flan with a raised rim, unpierced, oby. O3a, 
rey. R3a, 83.lgrs. (W. illus. nos. 68 and 80—this piece). 
Extremely fine and the only example recorded in this metal. 
(£800 — 1,000) 1 

A similar striking in silver and another in copper may be found in the 
Wellcome Institute’s Collection (now housed in the Science Museum). 
Another example in copper is offered in the following lot; no further 
specimens are known. 

224 
Pattern, proof, trial or presentation piece, as the last but 
struck in copper, oby. O3a, rev. R3a, 52.8grs. Rim knock on 
reverse at 6 o'clock, otherwise extremely fine and excessively 
rare. (£450 — 500) i 

Miscellanea 

FDS 
Charles II, AZ Pattern Farthing, by John Roettier, crowned 
rose, thistle, lys and harp in cruciform, rev. the Sovereign of 
the Seas, edge grained (BMC 400). Flan flaws on obverse but 
very fine and rare. (£180 — 220) | 

226 
—/R medal, by George Bower, for the murder of Sir 
Edmundbury Godfrey, 1678, bust of Godfrey with ligature, 
rey. the Pope’s and Devil’s heads united inversely, edge 
lettered (MI 578/250), 37mm. Very fine. (£100 — 150) | 

227 
James II, Irish Gunmoney (7), Crown, Halferowns (2— 
large and small), Shillings (3—large and small (2)) and 
Sixpence; Charles I, Farthing and William II, Shilling, 
1696E, pierced at top and with countermark of a Highlander 
on obverse. Fine to very fine, except as stated. (£100—120) 9 

228 
Nurnberg Counters (6) by L.G. Lauffer, brass, William and 
Mary (5), and William III; a Breton sailor’s R amulet; a 
French Chamber of Commerce A Counter, 1754; AZ medal 
for the death of the Duke of Argyll, 1763, by Jean Dassier, 
52mm; French A gilt medal for the succession of Louis 
Phillipe, 1830, by Montagny, 52mm; a mediaeval Continen- 
tal jeton; a white metal medal for the London International 
Exhibition, 1872, by J. S. and A. B. Wyon, 30mm (in box of 
issue); the British medal for the sinking of the Lusitania, 
1915, 55mm (in box of issue and with original leaflet); a 
uniface striking of a Scottish coat of arms in A gilt, 36mm 
(doubly pierced at top) and modern Jacobite medals (3—1 
silver). Fine to extremely fine. (£100 — 120) 7) 

229 
Vatican, Sede Vacante medals (4), Cardinal Paul Borghesi, 
Governor of the Conclave, 1700, brass, 32mm; the Conclave 
of 1730, AZ, 31mm; Cardinal Alberico Archinto, Vice- 
Chancellor, 1758, brass, 27mm and the Conclave of 1769, 
lead, 28mm. Very fine or better. (£200 — 250) 4 

*230 
Almanack for the year 1745, AZ, 41mm; and an engraved 
medal, obv. King seated on rocks with suppliant choristers 
before, w.x. & above, date below, 1755, rev. bust of Roman 
Emperor, J.D.D. & M.R. around, brass, 39mm. Very fine, the 
latter pierced at top, unrecorded and unidentified (illus- 
trated). (£60 — 80) 2 

231 
John Kirk’s shop tickets (2), the interior of his toy shop, rev. 
DUTCH AND ENGLISH TOYS FANS &c. SOLD BY I. KIRK IN ST. 
PAULS CHURCH YARD, brass (D. & W. 1), 35mm; and toys 
and musical instruments above exergue, KIRKS GROTTO TOY 
SHOP ST. PAULS CHURCH YARD around, rev. woman, girl and 
drummer, KIRK in exergue, lead, 35mm. Latter slightly 
corroded otherwise both fine and rare. (£80— 100) 2D 

232, 
Italian and Vatican medals, 42 (3), memorial to the poet, 
Count Vittorio Alfieri, by Luigi Cossa, 1819, 50mm; Pope 
Pius VII, discovery of the tomb of St. Francis, by Giuseppe 
Girometti, 1820, 42mm; and Cardinal Hyacint Gerdilius, 
rev. Religion and Wisdom, by Tomasso Mercandetti, 
67mm. Very fine or better. (£120—150) 3} 

Alfieri enjoyed a dalliance with Louise of Stolberg, the last Stuart 
Queen; he died in 1803. 

END OF SALE 
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LONDON 

THE FIRST ART MEDAL FAIR 

Saturday 19 September 1992 

The first fair ever to be devoted entirely to the art of the medal will take place in London on the last day of the 1992 FIDEM Congress. 

People from all sections of the medallic art world have been invited to take part: contemporary artists, dealers, auctioneers, booksellers, foundries 
and mints. The fair will be a unique, educational opportunity to meet enthusiasts and colleagues and to buy and sell medals. 

The venue is the Lethaby Hall at the Central St. Martin’s College of Art and Design in Holborn, close to the British Museum. Built in the Arts and 
Crafts style, the Hall and adjoining lecture room usually accommodate exhibitions of ceramics, painting and jewellery, as well as the students’ own 
work. The atmosphere will be less solemn than a gallery and much more fun than a summer exhibition or antique fair. We would like to have as 
many medals as possible on display so that people can experience them at first hand, rather than in catalogues or behind glass in a museum 

Glendining’s will be attending The First Art Medal Fair, and our staff will also be attending The Orders and Medals Research Society's Convention, 

being held on the same day. Further information concerning this Convention, and our sale of Medals and Decorations on Monday 21 September 
will be sent on request. For this information, please write to Glendining’s. 

FIDEM 1992: DAY EVENTS 

A Conference Papers on Drawings & Medals E 

British Museum Lecture Theatre 
Wed. 16 Sept. 14.00—-17.00 
Thurs. 17 Sept. 09.45—13.15 
Fri. 18 Sept. 09.45—17.00 

J-U_ Artists’ Demonstrations & Lectures if 

Central St. Martin’s College of Art and Design 
Wed. 16 Sept—Fri. 18 Sept. 
Details on application 

B Workshop on Marketing Medals 
A discussion led by Beverly Mazze 

British Museum Education Room G 
Thurs. 17 Sept. 14.30—-17.00 

C Practical Workshop 
A workshop in two sessions for participants wishing to learn 
the fundamentals of medal-making. The first session will H 
include modelling in clay from the life figure, and the second 
engraving in the negative and taking casts. 
Central St. Martin’s College of Art and Design 
Thurs. 17 Sept. 14.30-17.00 
Sat. 18 Sept. 14.30—-17.00 

D Visit to Cambridge 
Led by Graham Pollard, the excursion will include a private 

view of some of the treasures of the Department of Coins and 
Medals of the Fitzwilliam Museum and a visit to the permanent 
displays of European commemorative medals and the tempor- 
ary exhibition ‘Artistic Circles: The Medal 

1880-1918’. 

The cost for the trip will be approximately £12.00 
Thurs. 17 Sept. 

Depart London about 12.30 
Arrive back in London about 18.00 

in Britain 

FIDEM 1992: EVENING EVENTS 

Opening of ‘In the Round’ 
The FIDEM exhibition of contemporary medals 
British Museum 
Event hosted by the Royal Mint 

Wed. 16 Sept. 18.00—20.00 

Reception at the Worshipful Company of Goldsmiths 
The Company's collection of contemporary British art medals 

will be on display 
Dress: Lounge Suits 

Goldsmith’s Hall 
Thurs. 17 Sept. 18.00—20.00 
Reception at Glendining’s 
Medals to be auctioned by Glendining’s will be on display 

Glendining’s 
Fri. 18 Sept. 18.00—20.00 

Grand Dinner 
Sat. 19 Sept. 20.00—23.00 

For further information please contact 

Sarah Heman, 

FIDEM 1992, 

c/o Department of Coins and Medals, 

British Museum, 

London, WC1B 3DG 

a ann 
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LONDON 

SALES CALENDAR 1992 

Wednesday 9 September English and World Coins 

Wednesday 16 September to A display of Historical Medals 

Friday 18 September (in conjunction with the FIDEM conference) 

Monday 21 September Orders, Decorations and Medals 

Monday 12 October Ancient, English and World Coins 
(the sale for COINEX week in London) 

Wednesday 4 November Historical Medals, Tokens, English and World Coins 

Wednesday 25 November Orders, Decorations and Medals 

Wednesday 9 December Ancient, English and World Coins 

These dates may be subject to alteration 

GLENDINING'SS are the only London auction house to devote catalogues to the sale of 
commemorative, historical and artistic medals. Since 1986 we have sold The Swan 

Collection of Railway Medals; The R.A. Courtney Collection of Napoleonic Medals; The 

Tom Stainton Collection; The John Pinches Archive Collection; Renaissance Medals—A 

Private Collection; British Historical Medals—from an English Collection (in four parts); 

The Andrew C. Zabriskie Collection; The Noél Woolf Collection of Jacobite and Anti- 

Jacobite Medals—and many more. 

Historical Medals are a separate catalogue subscription category. We are happy to offer 

advice to buyers on lots included in our sales. We are always ready to receive 
consignments, single items or collections, for future sales. Our staff travel extensively 

within the U.K., and abroad. 

For further information, please contact: 

Daniel Fearon Tel: 071-493 2445. Fax: 071-491 9181 



GLENDINING’S 
A division of 
Phillips Son & Neale 
101 New Bond Street 
London W1Y 9LG 
Tel: 071-493 2445 

Fax: 071-491 9181 

PHILLIPS 
SALEROOMS 

LONDON 

101 New Bond Street 
London W1Y OAS 
Tel: 071-629 6602 

Telex: 298855 Blen G 
Fax: 071-629 8876 

WEST TWO 

10 Salem Road 
Bayswater 
London W2 4DL 
Tel: 071-229 9090 

Fax: 071-792 9201 

BATH 
1 Old King Street 
Bath, Avon, BAI 2JT 
Tel: 0225 310609/310709 
Fax: 0225 446675 

CARDIFF 
9-10 Westgate Street 
Cardiff 
Glamorgan CF1 1DA 
Tel: 0222 396453 

Fax: 0222 222625 

CHESTER 

New House 

150 Christleton Road 
Chester 
Cheshire CH3 5TD 
Tel: 0244 313936/7 
Fax: 0244 340028 

CHICHESTER 

Baffins Hall 
Baffins Lane 
Chichester 
West Sussex PO19 IUA 

Tel: 0243 787548 

CORNWALL 

Cornubia Hall 
Eastcliffe Road, Par, 
Cornwall PL24 2AO 
Tel: 0726 814047/8/9 
Fax: 0726 817979 

EXETER 
Alphin Brook Road 
Exeter 

Devon EX2 8TH 

Tel: 0392 439025 

Fax: 0392 410361 

FOLKESTONE 
11 Bayle Parade 
Folkestone 
Kent CT20 1SQ 
Tel: 20303 245555 

GUILDFORD 

Millmead 
Guildford 
Surrey GU2 5BE 
Tel: 0483 504030 

IPSWICH 
Dover House 

Wolsey Street 
Ipswich, IP1 1UD 
Tel: 0473 255137 

Fax: 0473 251924 

and also an office at: 
21 St. Peter’s Street 

Ipswich 

Suffolk IP1 1XF 
Tel: 0473 254664 

KNOWLE 

The Old House 
Station Road 
Knowle 
Solihull 
West Midlands, B93 OHT 
Tel: 0564 776151 

Fax: 0564 778069 

LEEDS 

17a East Parade 
Leeds 

West Yorkshire, LS1 2BU 
Tel: 0532 448011 
Fax: 0532 429875 

NORTH EAST 
St. Mary’s 
Oakwellgate 
Gateshead 
Tyne and Wear NE8 2AX 
Tel: 091 477 6688 
Fax: O91 478 7754 

OXFORD 

39 Park End Street 
Oxford 
Oxfordshire OX1 1JD 
Tel: 0865 723524 

Fax: 0865 791064 

RINGWOOD 
54 Southampton Road 
Ringwood 
Hampshire BH24 1JD 
Tel: 0425 473333 

Fax: 0425 470989 

SCOTLAND 
65 George Street 
Edinburgh EH2 2JL 
Tel: 031-225 2266 

Fax: 031-220 2547 

and at: 
207 Bath Street 
Glasgow G2 4HD 
Tel: 041-221 8377 

Fax: 041-226 4441 

SEVENOAKS 
49 London Road 

Sevenoaks 
Kent TN13 1UU 

Tel: 0732 740310 

Fax: 0732 741842 

SHERBORNE 
Long Street Salerooms 
Sherborne 
Dorset DT9 3BS 
Tel: 0935 815271 

Fax: 0935 816416 

WINCHESTER 

The Red House 
Hyde Street 
Winchester 
Hampshire SO23 7DX 
Tel: 0962 862515 

Fax: 0962 865166 

PHILLIPS OFFICES 

BARNSTAPLE 

10 Taw Vale 
Barnstaple 
North Devon EX32 8NJ 

Tel: 0271 74487 
Fax: 0271 24269 

BOURNEMOUTH 
Gild House 
70 Norwich Avenue West 

Bournemouth BH2 6AW 

Tel: 0202 769352 

Fax: 0202 761136 

CAMBRIDGE 
The Golden Rose 
17 Emmanuel Road 
Cambridge 
Cambridgeshire CB1 1JW 
Tel: 0223 66523 

Fax: 0223 300208 

CARLISLE 

48 Cecil Street 

Carlisle 
Cumbria CAI INT 

Tel: 0228 42422 

MANCHESTER 

Eaton Place 
114 Washway Road, 
Sale, 
Manchester M33 IRF 
Tel: 061 962 9237 

Fax: 061 905 1598 

MARKET 
HARBOROUGH 
33a High Street 
Market Harborough 
Leicestershire LE16 7NL 
Tel: 0858 410060 

NORTH WALES 

Alison Hill 

Tel: 0352 741886 

NORWICH 

Whitefriars House, 
52 Fishergate 
Norwich 

Norfolk NR3 1SE 
Tel: 0603 616426 

Fax: 0603 767881 

PLYMOUTH 

Tel: 0752 673504 



REPRESENTATIVES 

CHANNEL ISLANDS 
Richard Whitford 
P.O. Box 370 

Town Mills 
Trinity Square 
St. Peter Port 

Guernsey 
Channel Islands 
Tel: 0481 722448 

Fax: 0481 712271 

Ariel Whatmore 
Les Aix 

St. Peter, Jersey 

Channel Islands 
Tel: 0534 864289 

IRELAND 

Donal O'Neill Flanagan 
O'Neill Flanagan & Partners 
25 Catherine Street 
Waterford, Ireland 
Tel: 010 (353) 51 70311 

Mrs Christine Ryall 
The Old Rectory 
Timolin Moone 
County Kildare, Ireland 
Tel: (353) 507 24130 

NORTHERN IRELAND 

Mrs A.J. Cramsie 

O’Harabrook 
Ballymoney 
County Antrim 
N. Ireland 
Tel: 02656 65808 

NORTH WALES 
Alison Hill 
Tel: 0352 741886 

ISLE OF MAN 
Antony Bennett 
Tel: 0244 313936/7 

SHREWSBURY 
Greville Handbury-Madin 
Tel: 0743 240074 

SOMERSET AND 
EAST DEVON 

Lt. Col. Tim Courtenay 
Whitehall Manor Farm 
Hemyock, Cullompton 
Devon EX15 3UQ 
Tel: 0823 680444 

EUROPE 
Dr Niccold Caderni 

AMSTERDAM 

Phillips Kunstveilingen 
Drs. Frank A. M. Mol 
Sophialaan 37 
Postbus 75988 
1070 AZ Amsterdam 
The Netherlands 
Tel: (31) 20 673 68 24 

Fax: (31) 20 664 40 53 

BRUSSELS 
Arthes SA 
Jean Francois van Houtte 

1 Dréve Aleyde de Brabant 
1150 Brussels, Belgium 

Tel: (32) 2 771 9852 

Barxen (332) ie Oom2ee 2 

COPENHAGEN 

Michael Hecht & Co. A/S 
Michael Hecht 
Nybogade 10 
1203 Kbh, K. 

Denmark 
Tel: (45) 33 91 66 31 

Fax: (45) 33 15 40 23 

DUSSELDORF 

Phillips Deutschland 

GmbH 
Thomas Krauth 
Rose Eva 

Humboldtstrasse 17 
W-—4000 Dusseldorf 1 
Germany 
Tel: (49) 211 6802862 

Fax: (49) 211 6798664 

and at 
Duisburger Strasse 19 
4000 Diisseldorf 
Tel: (49) 211 4982961 

Fax: (49) 211 4981438 

GENEVA 
Phillips, Son & Neale S.A. 
Michael Hall 
10 rue des Chaudronniers 

CH-1204 Geneva, 

Switzerland 
Tel: (41) 22 310 6060 

Fax: (41) 2229 9944 

Managing Director 

MILAN 
Angelica 
Cicogna-Mozzoni 
Corso Monforte 25 
20122 Milan 

Italy 
Tel: (39) 2 76 00 71 65 

Fax: (39) 2 76 O1 53 97 

PARIS 

Phillips France SARL 
Finbarr Griffin 
Jane Roberts 
38 rue de Penthiévre 
(Faubourg Saint-Honoré) 
75008 Paris, France 

Tel: (33) 1 45 62 76 66 

Fax: (33) 1 45 62 41 53 

STOCKHOLM 
Jorgen Lindkvist 
Grevgatan 6 
11453 Stockholm 
Sweden 
Tel: (46) 8 6602350 

Fax: (46) 8 6605819 

ZURICH 
Nicolas Beurret 
Ramistrasse 27 

8001 Zurich 

Switzerland 
Tel: (41) 1 252 69 62 

Fax: (41) 1 252) 02 Ail 

AMERICA 

NEW YORK 

406 East 79th Street 
New York, NY 10021 

USA 

Tel: 1 (212) 570 4830 

Telex: 126380 Bids NYK 

Fax: 1 (212) 570 2207 

SOUTH AMERICA 

Stella Crosta 
Domingo Cullen 915 
Montevideo 

Uruguay 
Tel: (598) 271 6135 

and 
Buenos Aires 
Tel/Fax: (541) 331 5266 

CANADA 

TORONTO 

Phillips Ward-Price 
c/o Jack Kerr-Wilson 
5a Thorncliffe Avenue 
Toronto, Ontario 

Canada M4K 1V4 
Tel: 1 (416) 462 9004 

Fax: 1 (416) 462 9542 

George A. Brown 
Box 3095, Langley 
British Columbia 
V3A 4R3, Canada 
Tel: 1 (604) 534 8684 

Fax: 1 (604) 534 4166 

AUSTRALIA 

PERTH 
Patrick Bowen ARICS 
P.O. Box 2 
Darlington 
Western Australia 6070 
Tel: (61) 9 299 7251 

Fax: (61) 9 299 7565 

SYDNEY 
Alison Harper 
158 Queen Street 

Woollahra, Sydney 
New South Wales, 2025 
Tel: (61) 2 326 1588 

Fax: (61) 2 326 1305 

SOUTH AFRICA 

Georgina Lawrence 
Private Bag X22 
Elgin, 7180 
Cape Province 
South Africa 
Tel: (27) 225 4642 

Fax: (27) 225 4782 

Lynn Rowland, 
Jacoby Art Holdings, 
P.O. Box 52057 

Saxonwold 2132 
Johannesburg. 
Tel: (011) 788 9886 

Fax: (O11) 442 8014 
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Glendinings Subscription Service 1992 

Subscriptions to our catalogues cover a full twelve month period from the time that 
payment is received. Our calendar for this year will include some 15 sales, mostly coin 
sales, of which four will feature coins of the Ancient World. A further three will feature 
Historical Medals. Subscribers can either receive ALL coin catalogues, or choose to 
subscribe to these two specialist areas separately. As always a further four sales will 
feature Orders, Decorations and Medals, and catalogues for these sales continue to be 
a separate category. 

For the convenience of customers the subscriptions are priced according to differing postal 
zones, and all overseas catalogues are sent by airmail. 

Zone A = U.K,, Ireland and Europe; Zone B = Rest of the World 

Type of catalogue Zone A Zone B 

1. | All coins £60 £80 $135* 
(including Ancients 
and Historical Medals 

2. | Ancient coins £30 £38  $65* 
(Greek, Roman, etc.) 

3. | Historical Medals FEMS) £32) S55" 
(including tokens, 
and numismatic books) 

4, | Orders, Decorations £40 £50 $85" 
and Medals 

* Conversions are for U.S. Dollars. 

Catalogue subscriptions are paid by Cash, Cheque or by Credit Card (Mastercard, Visa and 
American Express). Subscription forms will be sent on request — or if payment is by credit card, 
telephone orders are accepted. 

IMPORTANT NOTES FOR BUYERS 

BIDS 
We will be pleased to execute bids (in the name of Graham) on behalf of intending buyers, 

and no charge is made for this service. Lots will be purchased as cheaply as permitted by other 
bids and reserves. Bids must be submitted to Glendining & Co. at least one hour before the sale 
commences, and should be entered on the forms provided. Bids left by telephone will be 
accepted only on the condition that they are at the sender's risk, and must in any case be 
confirmed in writing. 

PAYMENT BY OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS 
Payment should be made in Sterling in the form of cash, cheques drawn on a U.K. clearing 

bank, or by means of a banker's draft or telegraphic or cable transfer directly into our bank 
account, quoting the original invoice number. Unless prior arrangements have been made, and 
payment is made by any other means, then the customer will be liable for any bank or collection 
pt concerned, and any losses arising from the conversion of foreign currencies into 
sterling. 

NATIONAL WESTMINSTER BANK plc, 21 Hanover Square, London W1A 4ZE. 
Telephone: 071-493 7602. Account No. 24455059 Glendining & Co. 

EXPORT LICENCES 
A specific Licence is required before export from the U.K. of items that cost £30,000 or more, 

and are at least 50 years old, and also for certain other categories. The obtaining of any export 
licence is the responsibility of the buyer. 
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